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The battalion was alerted for possible deployment on 9 Personnel and equipment shortages were filled

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY2nd Battalion, 229th Attack Helicopter Regiment 1st Aviation Brigade (Air Assault) Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUBJECT: Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm After Action Report for 2-229th AHR •

19 July 1991 CPT Albane2e/maa/2056

Alert.August 1990.

1. General. The 2-229th Attack Helicopter Regiment's (Flying Tigers) participation in Operations Desert Shield and Desert storm was nothing short of exceptional. The unit deployed with the lOlst AirborneDivision (Air Assault) and conducted defensive and offensive operations with the lOlst Aviation Brigade of the "Air Assault Division". The Flying Tigers participated in 1 division, 5 brigade, and 4 battalion battle drills or training exercises through 5 January 1991 in.defense of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and in preparation for offensive combat operations. CALFEXs were conducted in December 1990 with 1-17 FA (155mm, SP), and in January 1991 with 2-320 FA (105, T) and the 23rd TFW (A-10) at Faysal Range (24th ID Range Complex), Saudi Arabia. After 5 months of deterrence in Operation Desert shield, the battalion moved out to a forward defensive position at the outset of Operation Desert Storm, and then further west to begin offensive operations against the Iraqi forces in the Kuwait Theater of Operations (KTO). The battalion captured, or assisted in capturing approximately 600 EPWs, conducted 2 combat air assaults, and moved 250 miles through Iraq to attack the fleeing Republican Guards on 27 February 1991, during Desert Storm. Tragically, the battalionsuffered the combat loss of 5 of its members during a daring CSAR mission to recover a downed F-16 pilot from the 363rd TFW. UH-60L "214" (C/S Bengal 15) was shot down by murderous AAA fire from the Republican Guard "Al Faw" Division enroute to the last known location of the downed F-16 pilot. Poor weather prevented the battalion from conducting a CSAR for the downed Blackhawk until 1 March 1991, at which time the 5 bodies were recovered. Three other members aboard the Blackhawk survived the crash and were taken prisoner. All three were subsequently released to the International Red Cross in Baghdad 6 days later. After continuing to fly security sweeps of the Euphrates for 3RD BDE, 2-229th AHR retrograded to Tapline Road and came back under the control of 18th AVN BDE. The battalion then moved to Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, to redeploy to CONUS by air and sea.
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Air. It was unclear at first if battalion elements would have 
to deploy to Fort Campbell and then fly out of Campbell Army Airfield 
with the division, or be able to fly out of Dothan Airport in Alabama 
or Lawson Army Airfield (LAAF) at Fort Benning. Dothan Airport was 
quickly eliminated as a possibility because it does not have USAF ALCE

immediately by assets on Fort Rucker. Dynacorp began phased 
maintenance on all of the battalion's aircraft and had completed 4 
phases by 15 August 1990. A security brief was held in the battalion 
classroom on 11 August by the post intelligence community. Small arms 
ranges were run on 13 August to verify weapons zero or qualify, 
and related CDE were issued on 14 August. Desert uniform issue 
started on 15 August. See Annex J (Logistics) for more specifics 
about pre-deployment and other logistical issues.

Deployment. The battalion wound up conducting ground and air 
deployment simultaneously, which made it very difficult to meet both 
objectives at separate locations at the same time. This dilemma 
should be avoided, if at all possible, in future deployments. Half of 
the battalion's basic load was transported by air and consisted of 144 
Hellfire missiles, 432 H490 HE 2.75" rockets, 10,000 rounds of 30mm 
HEDP, and small arms. See Annex N (Movement) for specifics about 
deployment.

Sea. The port at Jacksonville, Florida, was identified by the 101st early on for the battalion's SPOD along with the division. The battalion had all vehicles and equipment available for shipment at the port by 16 August 1990. Equipment was turned over to the port authority for loading and was eventually spread over 3 vessels, half of the Basic Load that was not to be flown to Saudi Arabia was sent to the port to be shipped over. The last of the battalion's property arrived at the port in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia on 30 September 1990.

Land. Vehicles and rolling stock departed for either the port 
at Jacksonville, Florida, to be shipped by FSS, or Lawson Army 
Airfield at Fort Benning, Georgia, for air movement.

POM. POM was initiated in Yano Hall on 10 August and continued 
until all deploying members were completed on 21 August 1990.
Soldiers joining the battalion after it was deployed to Saudi Arabia 
were processed by the rear detachment and the various post agencies 
involved with POM. A dependent brief was held on 13 August in the 
Post Theater,by COL Mui lady, LTC Bryan, and Mrs. Bryan. See Annex A 
(Personnel and Administrative Services) for more specifics about POM 
and PAC activities.
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-Move to and Occupy Tactical Assembly Area 
-Zone and Area Reconnaissance 
-Hasty Attack
-EPW Extraction 
-Air Assault Security/LRSD Insertion Security 
-Screening Operations 
-Deep Attack 
-Combat Search and Rescue 
-Redeploy to Home station by Air, Land, and Sea

The .2-229th AHR conducted the following missions during Operation Desert Storm:

-Deploy by Air, Land, and Sea to a Contingency Area 
-Move to and Occupy Tactical Assembly Area 
-Zone and Area Reconnaissance 
-Hasty Attack 
-Deliberate Attack 
-Deep Attack 
-Screening Operations 
-Medevac

The 2-229th conducted the following missions during Operation Desert Shield:

Arrival at Dhahran Airport, KSA. Upon arrival in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia in the early morning hours on 24 August 1990, the 
battalion quickly assembled all aircraft with the help of the AVIM 
from the 82nd Airborne Division, and AVIM elements from XVIII Airborne 
Corps (I Company, l-159th Aviation Regiment). The Assault CP was the 
first element in country with a c&c HMMWV and some aircraft Tis. 
There was apparently no one in charge of hangar space at Dhahran 
Airport from the XVIII ABC, so the S-3 and A/S-3 set about finding a 
location to billet soldiers and reassemble aircraft. Bravo, Alpha, 
and then Charlie Company aircraft, aircrews, and crew chiefs arrived 
next, and there aircraft were assembled, test flown, and then flown to 
King Fahd International Airport (KFIA), where the 101st Aviation

support permanently stationed there and facilities are limited. Fort 
Benning elements were departing from LAAF, so it' became apparent that 
Fort Benning was the best APOD for the battalion. The battalion flew 
its aircraft to LAAF on 15 August 1990.
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On 5 September 1990, the 
On 7 September 1990, the

Brigade had set up its headquarters. Alpha Company had been delayed 
by USAF C-5 aircraft maintenance problems, and Charlie Company was 
held up at LAAF for 5 days awaiting USAF aircraft to fly them to 

The other half of the basic load that had been shipped from 
Jacksonville never made it back to the unit, so it was a very prudent 
decision to ensure space was available on the C-5/C-141 flights over 
to Saudi.

In-Country Desert Train-up (Aug - Sep 90). The battalion had 
moved the assault CP to KFIA on 26 August 1990 to establish a 
headquarters and initiate operations with the 101st AVN BDE. The S- 
3, unit commanders, and battalion SIPs quickly started to put together 
an in-country desert flight training program. As the tactical 
situation started to develop, companies proceeded with orientation 
flights in the desert, particularly at night. Tasks focused on flying 
in the desert during the day, night (NVS or NVG), and with a full 
ordnance load. The basics of flight and then battle drills were flown 
to ensure a minimum readiness for combat in the deserts of Saudi • 
Arabia. Companies were not listed as combat ready until they had 
completed the train-up. ATC procedures had not been formalized with 
the Saudis and every flight had to be passed to corps for approval of 
the airspace, slowly but surely, restrictions were eased as relations 
with the host country were formalized.

Bastogne Area Defense (5 Sep - 1 Oct 90). The first AVN BDE 
battle drills focused on the defense of what was becoming Forward 
Operating Base "Bastogne" for the 101st sector along Tapline Road in 
an area dubbed "AO Apache". Intelligence sources were saying that on 
the night of 5 September, the Iraqis might launch an attack to seize 
the northeastern oil fields of Saudi Arabia, 
battalion conducted a recon of FOB Bastogne. 
battalion deployed a C&C element, FARP package and one attack company 
to the FOB. The forward headquarters was in an abandoned ARAMCO 
compound with a dirt fenced-in area for the aircraft. The 2 Apache 
attack battalions worked progressively north and west as MARCENT 
established its boundaries and ARCENT brought more units in theater. 
AO Apache was extensively reconnoitered by both attack battalions 
during their rotations at FOB Bastogne. The only available fire 
support beyond 10 kilometers north of Bastogne was CAS, as the JFACC 
had established a 40 kilometer "kill zone" from the Kuwait border on 
south. Apaches could then control CAS as they would conduct numerous 
hasty attacks in sector. Pre-planned fires were extensively used as 
series' planned in support of the phases of hasty attacks to attrit 
potential enemy forces around Bastogne. 2-229th elements worked with 
a COLT from 2ND BDE in September, verifying that the TADS could 
acquire the laser spot from a GLLD. Passage of lines with the GCC
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forces in front of Bastogne was an issue that could not even be 
resolved by ARCENT. Relations with the GCC forces and the Saudis at 
this time were still too immature to yield a plan for forward or 
rearward passage of lines.

It was becoming increasingly clear that communications in the 
desert was going to be a continuing challenge. The battalion 
communications section continually overcame difficulties to make the 
mission happen. Additionally, traditional employment of the OH-58C 
scouts underwent some operational changes as the battalion 
consolidated -58C assets under one QIC- a concept we dubbed TEAM 
WARHAWK. The TM WARHAWK mission was to provide C&C, communications 
relay, FARR traffic control, airborne communications platforms for the 
FSO and ALO (when available), and aerial security with the ATAS- 
equipped OH-58CS for the company in contact. This concept was to 
yield significant dividends during future training, battle drills>and, 
most particularly, during combat.

On 29 September during a night training flight, a downed UH-60A from the 101st AVN BDE was discovered by a 2-229th.UH-60L crew. A Medevac was conducted and 4 crew members were treated at the battalion aid station; 2 were evacuated to the CASH. 
The FOB Bastogne mission was assumed by 12th AVN BDE on 1 October 1990.

AFFR-BAH-CDR 
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Tranquility Base Operations (Oct - Dec 90). OPLAN 90-3 now had 
2 infantry brigades of the 101st up along Tapline Road, west of 
Bastogne. 2-229th was based along Tapline Road at a FOB called 
Tranquility Base (in reference to the Apollo mission on the moon). 2- 
229th was allowed direct coordination with an Omani infantry battalion 
(with 105mm battery) in its new sector of responsibility, further to 
the west. Battle drills were conducted with the Omanis on 12 and 17 
November 1990. The Omanis had no intention to withdraw from their 
positions, but finally had a plan to do so by the end of November. 
The battle would transition from the Omani position to the AVN BDE 
sector, and then into a 1ST BDE series of kill zones along Tapline 
Road. In and around 1ST BDE, numerous FA assets were available. To 
transition from the AVN BDE battle to the 1ST BDE battle (which began 
with TOW engagements), 2-229th would fire series BAMBAM and control 
all CAS in the engagement area. Prior to breaking station and 
conducting battle handover with the infantry, 2-229th fired a group of 
targets to indicate on the ground that battle handover was being 
conducted, and facilitate the breaking of station. When the battle 
entered the infantry main EAs, the Apaches would work the fringes of 
the battlefield and stand by for any specific targeting by the 1ST 
BDE. A concern was ensuring the AH-64s were clear of the tight 
airspace around the EAs (due to numerous FA, mortar and TOW elements 
firing into a relatively small piece of terrain). The battalion also
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Task Force 2-101 (9-16 Jan 91). The battalion dispatched 
ground convoys on 9 Jan 91 from KFIA to serve (attached) with 2nd Bde, 
OPCON to VII Corps control to defend the airfield at Al Qaysumah (east 
of Haf'r Al Batin). ARCENT apparently was worried about a possible 
pre-emptive Iraqi offensive down the Wadi Al Batin as a spoiling 
attack before VII Corps could get into position, or as a political 
stroke before the UN deadline went into effect. All assets closed on 
a TAA northwest of King Khalid Military City (KKMC) on 11 January 
1991. Saudi, Kuwaiti, Egyptian, and Syrian armored forces were in 
front of TF 2-101 when the 2-229th arrived in the TAA. 1st Cavalry 
Division was also under VII Corps and took TF 2-101 under OPCON for 
the conduct of the defense north of Haf'r Al Batin on 13 Jan 91. An 
infantry platoon from 2ND BDE was attached to 2-229th AHR for 
perimeter defense of the BN TAA. Intelligence sources were saying 
that an Iraqi offensive was going to kickoff on the night of the 13th. 
The 2-229th moved their TAA closer to 2ND BDE on the 13th to improve 
communications in anticipation of battle in the next few days. Seven 
FA battalions were available to support operations around Qaysumah Airfield.

AFFR-BAH-CDR 
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had the on order missions to conduct deep attacks along Tapline Road, 
conduct deep attacks against the Iraqi 2nd operational echelon, and to 
screen 1st CAV's western flank. The division conducted a division
size rehearsal for this plan in November 1990. On 9 October, the 
battalion executed a capabilities display for Saudi Arabian military 
officers in conjunction with Marine Corps ANGLICO elements. On 10 
October, a SANDEX was conducted to review the OPLAN 90-3 mission. 

Operation Black Widow, a battalion FTX conducted with A-lOs, was 
conducted at the company level from 16-18 October in a training area 
80 miles west of KFIA. AVN BDE battle drills were conducted on 24 and 
28 October, and 17-19 November in conjunction with the Allied air 
forces exercise "Imminent Thunder". During this exercise, the 
battalion conducted night CAS missions with A-lOs from the squadron at 
KFIA that had been designated as the night CAS squadron for the A-10 
fighters in theater. Using the TADS on the Apache to orient the 
fighters for IR Maverick and 30mm Gatling gun passes was proved to be 
an effective way to employ A-lOs in the night CAS role. 

The AVN BDE was alerted and deployed to the desert from 30 November 
-4 December. On 3 December, 2-229th conducted a CALFEX with 1-17 FA 
(155, SP) at Faysal Range.

The Fire Support Master Shooter Course was taught from 27 
November - 29 December 1990. A CALFEX with 2-320 FA (105, T) and A- 
lOs with Mk 82s from the 23rd TFW was conducted on 4-5 January 1991 at 
Faysal Range.
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82s on the position.
Arabic, and told the Iraqis to surrender, 
to come out of their bunkers.

TF 2-101 (17-26 Jan 91). The outbreak of the Allied air 
campaign (170300C January 1991) brought about the repositioning of the 
Multinational Coalition Forces (MCF). The Egyptian and Syrian forces 
in front of 1ST CAV departed for offensive positions south of Kuwait. 
1ST CAV and 2ND ACS moved into the departed Arab MCF sectors. 
Engineer support was used to create fighting positions and harden the 
overall perimeter defense of the battalion TAA. At noon on the 25th, 
2-229th was released from TF 2-101 to move futher west to the 101st 
TAA in preparation for offensive combat operations. The infantry 
platoon was returned to B/l-502d Infantry. The battalion initiated 
nerve agent pre-treatment (PB tablets) on the 17th and ceased on the 
23rd.

b. TAA Campbell (27 Jan - 16 Feb 91). The battalion established 
operations further west in the 101st sector, just south of Tapline 
Road. Defense against terrorist activities was an important 
consideration and en-gineer assets were again utilized for hardening 
positions in the TAA, Night recons of the FLOT (Saudi/Iraq border) 
were flown every other night at random times to prevent unforeseen 
attack against the division area, and verify possible enemy spottings 
acqired by other sources. On 29 January, all companies had 5 AH-64s 
configured with auxiliary fuel tanks. 
On 2 February, the Saudis had left all of their border posts within the division sector.

AFFR-BAH-CDR 
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G-7 Armed Reconnaissance Operations (17-23 Feb 91). 2-229th
AHR was designated by the AVN BDE commander as the "day" Apache 
battalion during G-7 to G+4 operations. 1-101 AATK would conduct 
recons at night to locate targets that 2-229th AHR could attack that 
day. At this time, 2-229th also had one company available at night to 
assist 1-101 AATK, if necessary. 1-101 AATK night recons were turning 
up no enemy activity in sector. With some surprise, an enemy platoon 
was located by 2-229th on the morning of 17 February 1991. Ten EPWs 
were immediately taken and extracted by internal UH-60L assets. A 
platoon from 2ND BDE was used to help take 41 more EPWs that day. The 
AVN BDE commander had tasked 2-229th to perform route reconnaissance 
of the proposed air routes into FOB COBRA. Charlie Company was given 
this mission and executed it over the next 4 days, on the 20th, a 
site located by C Co. was deliberately attacked by 3-101 AATK and 2- 
229th. After shooting 20mm and TOW rounds against enemy bunkers, 3- 
101 -yielded to 2-229th to pry the Iraqis from their holes. An A-10 
originally requested by 3-101 was controlled by B Co. and dropped Mk

A division PSYOPS team was flown in to speak 
Immediately, they started 

476 Iraqis surrendered as 2-229th
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FOB COBRA Operations (24-26 Feb 91). The battalion conducted 
an air assault into the 101st Forward Operating Base COBRA and 
simultaneously conducted a tactical road march 90 miles into Iraq on 
24 Feb 91. Upon arrival, a "jump TOC" was established and the 
aircraft were readied for any possible missions. At this time, 
DIVARTY gunners were engaging an enemy bunker complex just 3.5 
kilometers north of the BN TOC. The FOB was quickly cleared of all 
enemy resistance. The battalion flew company missions screening MSR 
Texas north of the 6th Light Armor (FR) and 2-82d Airborne Division 
Objective White during the day. That evening, Bravo Company flew a 
recon mission up MSR TEXAS all the way to the Euphrates River. All 
missions had yielded no significant movement, locations, or 
disposition of Iraqi forces, however, 10 more EPWs were taken along 
MSR VIRGINIA and extracted with internal UH-60L assets during the day; 
Three 0H-58s and crews from 2-229th were attached to 3-101 AATK for 
the morning and afternnon of the 24th to assist 3-lOl's mission. 

The AH-64 battalions were operating consistently beyond the range 
of available artillery assets. The air assault artillery raid solved 
this problem and was what FS planners looked to for extending the 
range of FA fires. One raid was planned for an attack on Tallil 
Airfield, but never used by 2-229th AHR due to bad weather and changes 
in the unit's mission. Poor visibility on the 25th, and a fierce 
"shamal" on the 26th limited the battalion's operations. Frequencies 
and callsigns had been frozen on 23 February and stayed the same until 
280300C February 1991.

assisted in clearing the bunkers and maintained security of the site 
from the air. On 21 February, armed reconnaissance operations yielded 
another 13 EPWs, extracted by internal UH-60L assets. On 23 February, 
the battalion initiated nerve agent pre-treatment (PB tablets).

FOB VIPER Operations (27 Feb - 3 March 91). On the morning of 
the 27th, air assets with the air TAC departed for FOB VIPER and 
closed by noon. The lOlst ADC(O), BG Shelton, briefed the BN CDR on a 
possible mission; a deep attack against the fleeing Iraqi forces that 
had bottlenecked around Basrah trying to escape the Allied onslaught. 
Both Apache attack battalions had consolidated FARP assets to get them 
in position to be used as quickly as possible. l-lOl AATK started an 
attack on the causeway and pontoon bridge at 1430 hours. 2-229th 
arrived at the battle site at approximately 1625 hours and began 
engaging mostly abandoned enemy armored vehicles. A downed F-16 pilot 
from the 363rd TFW was reported to be in the vicinity of the 
battlefield 2-229th was engaged in, so the AVN BDE CDR inquired as to 
whether we could attempt a CSAR for the downed USAF pilot. The CSAR 
mission was launched with a UH-60L and two AH-64s at approximately 
1700 hours. The mission was being vectored by AWACS enroute to the
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last known location of the downed pilot when it encountered murderous 
AAA fire from what was probably the "Al Faw" Division of the Iraqi 
Republican Guard. The UH-60L was shot down and crashed within the 
enemy defensive positions; the two Apaches were hit by enemy fire, but 
managed to fly out of the area back to friendly lines. A cease-fire 
went into effect at 280800C February 1991. By the afternoon of the 
28th, all ground convoys headed to FOB VIPER for the battalion had 
closed. Two of the convoys had inadvertently driven through the town 
of Al Busayyah, which had been an objective of 1ST Armored Division. 
The town was surrounded with dudded munitions that had made passage 
through or around the town, especially at night, a perilous mission. 
One soldier was injured in the foot by a MLRS DPICM bomblet in the 
early morning hours of 28 February 1991. on 1 March, a combat search 
and rescue mission was executed to locate and retrieve the downed UH- 
60L crew, at which time 5 bodies vzere recovered. It appeared that the 
other 3 members on board had survived the crash and were probably 
taken prisoner. Direct coordination was conducted with 24th ID (Meeh) 
to provide security and artillery fires in support of the mission.

2) Ground. Two serials departed FOB COBRA on 24 March 1991 for 
TAA PALM (on Tapline Road) and closed by 1700 that evening. Three 
ground convoys of approximately 23 vehicles each departed the 18th Avn 
Bde assembly area (TAA PALM) prior to first light on on 25 March 1991 
on a 690- mile road convoy to West Heliport in Dhahran. All convoys 
closed without major incident by 1430 hours on 26 March 1991.

1) Air. On 24 March 1991, the OH-58s of the battalion flew all 
the way back to West Heliport, Dhahran, as one flight from FOB COBRA, 
while the AH-64S and UH-60s flew to TAA PALM. On 25 March 1991, the 
AH-64S and UH-60S flew to West Heliport in three serials. The forward 
C&C element with 3RD BDE was airmobiled by 2 x CH-47D to TAA PALM.

FOB C0BRA/3RD BDE Mission Support (4-24 Mar 91). Battalion 
elements at VIPER moved back to COBRA on 4 March 1991 as ARCENT units 
began to stabilize within their boundaries. A memorial service was 
held on 10 March for the 5 soldiers lost in combat by the battalion. 
On 12 March, the battalion began flying last light recons for 3RD BDE 
along the Euphrates River, and deployed a C&C element to the 3RD BDE 
TOC on 13 March. On 17 March, the battalion began flying day recons 
along the Euphrates as a show of force. The last mission in support 
of 3RD BDE was flown on the morning of the 24th.
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Vehicles and equipment will return to the port at Wheeled vehicles from the first ship were The remainder of the wheeled
3) Land.Savannah, Georgia.commercially hauled back to FRA. 

vehicles and equipment will be commercially hauled back to FRA upon

2) Main Body. The main body (260 soldiers) departed on 13 April 1991 for LAAF, Fort Benning, Georgia. Soldiers were welcomed back to Fort Rucker by MG Ostovich, COL Mui lady, family members, and well-wishers on the Post Parade Field at 1700 hours.
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One Connex was prepared for shipment by MAC on 5 April1991 with IHADSS, computers, and some other critical materials to the battalion. It arrived, less certain contents, on 24 April 1991. The connex had been opened at Fort Bragg, NC. The battalion's aircraft were flown back to Guthrie Airfield on 9 May 1991 from Hunter Army Airfield, where they had been flown to from the port.

3) Rear Party. Eleven soldiers did not return with the main body; 7 for a port load team, and 4 for a corps support team. The seven soldiers on the port load team redeployed on 24 April 1991; the corps team redeployed to CONUS on 13 June 1991.

2) Sea. ,
by customs, had their blades removed, shrunk-wrapped, and turned*over to Dynacorp personnel by 4 April 1991. They were then loaded on 6 April 1991 onto a ship to return to CONUS. All vehicles were washed, inspected by customs, and moved to the port by 6 April 1991 for shipment to CONUS. The ship with the Battalion's aircraft and seven wheeled vehicles, the SS America's Constellation, arrived at Savannah on 6 May 1991. The remainder of the battalion's wheeled vehicles and equipment will arrive on different vessels (i.e., SS California on 11 May with 20 pieces of equipment, etc.). The Sea-Land MILVANs came into the port at Oakland, CA on 17 June 1991. The first vans arrived at Fort Rucker on 16 July 1991.

1) Advance Party. Forty soldiers departed for CONUS on 8 April 1991 via Pope AFB, then commercial to Dothan Airport, Dothan Alabama.

8. Issues. Listed below are operational issues; each annex contains issues pertaining to the specific area the annex covers.
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2) Recommendation. A GPS system (SLGR or similar) per airframe 
and 3 for III/V platoon as a minimum for the battalion. The SLGR is 
aircraft compatible with the use of an external antenna, and by far 
provides the most accurate positioning information of the three (3) 
systems available (Doppler, LORAN, GPS). Aviation Proponency needs to 
review it's NAV system requirements for all aircraft and vehicles 
based on known contingency scenarios. SLGR (GPS)-type technology 
should be the minimum standard accepted when fielding future 
navigation systems.

1) Discussion. Due to a lack of NAVAID's, terrain features, 
and man-made obstacles, navigation in the desert environment by both 
ground and air was extremely difficult. It took until G-7 to obtain a 
SLGR (GPS) for 2-229th AHR. The ability to provide accurate 8-digit 
grid coordinates to any unit in the KTO cannot be over-emphasized. 
Update points for the Doppler radars in the Blackhawks and Apaches 
were crucial for navigation and target location in the desert. 
Additionally, when the Doppler is over water, it is unable to sense 
movement and becomes unreliable unless it can be updated with a known 
location. The deep attack mission route (27 February 1991) was over 
water for 50% of the route. FA was not used during that mission, but 
target location error. (TLE) would have been significant if FA was 
available. The battalion was able to acquire a limited number of 
LORAN's for use in the OH-58CS and some select ground vehicles. The 
use of the LORAN was an improvement, however the quantity was too few, 
and the reliability of position information was suspect. Only when we 
had a SLGR grid coordinate were we confident of our exact location (8 

• digits or 10 square meters). The use of the SLGR proved invaluable 
for obtaining accurate position information for aligning aircraft NAV 
systems (HARS, DOPPLER) as well as RRP coordinates. Without the 
accurate position information provided by the SLGR, current NAV 
systems utilized by the AH-64 and the UH-60 would have been degraded. 
III/V assets were usually required to navigate over long distances 
without more than a map and a compass. The speed with which they 
could have emplaced FARPs and the accuracy in location would have 
enhanced the combat potential of this unit.

1) Discussion. Attack operations were so deep and so often 
that organic FA assets could only provide fire support if used in an 
artillery raid. Executing an artillery raid usually meant that the 
Apaches would also have to provide security for the artillery unit
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conducting the raid. To do so would usually reduce the number of Apaches available to attack the target at any one time. It is still a question as to whether the artillery is supporting the Apache attack, or the Apaches are supporting the artillery raid, or both. The XVIII Corps Artillery and the 101st DIVARTY treated Apaches as FS platforms several times in corps and division orders. The fire support mission statement in the division FS Plan would exceed the stated maneuver objective in the base OPORD! However, it took until January 91 before a tactical FA mission was assigned to support the AVN BDE (DIVARTY elements were GS to the AVN BDE). An ATACMS battery was available per corps for deep fires, but the division FSE would not push requests to the corps level. Although the software problems for obtaining a firing solution for the ATACMS were still around, the 4-hour ATACMS mission processing time would have been faster than the DIVARTY's indecision about whether to launch an artillery raid or not in support of attack aviation operations.

2) Recommendation. The TOC must maintain one operations 1:50,000 map for operations planning, navigation, target planning, and terrain evaluation if ground elements will be using this scale. Use of 1:100,000 scale maps across the Army by all type units for all contingency areas ensures common graphics and provides sufficient

1:250,000 scale maps were frequently tooaustere in detail to be of use as a navigational aid.never able to obtain 1:50,000 scale maps for use in the cockpit, able to, the FSE used 1:50,000 scale maps for target planning and deriving a target list. A 1:100,000 scale map is sufficient for air and ground navigation, even in the desert. An aviator could use a 1:50,000 scale map in the cockpit if it covers the objective area and is not too bulky (1 or 2 map sheets), but should rely on a 1:100,000 scale map for navigating to the objective area. Discrepancies in determining grid coordinates between 1:50,000 and 1:250,000 scale maps made targeting a continual challenge. Differences in locations were often as much as 2 x 3 kilometers.

2) Recommendation. FA commanders need to treat AH-64 battalions as any other maneuver battalion and provide doctrinally adequate FA fire support to them and/or the aviation brigade. Divisions that have AH-64 battalions must make their DIVARTYs prove they can provide artillery fires to support attack operations. USAAVNC must sell attack battalions as maneuver units to the other branches of the Army. This will become more critical as the RAH-66 "Comanche" comes into service in the years ahead.



accuracy for targeting and navigation.
d. Use of Auxiliary Fuel Tanks.

Sand Table Exercises.e.

f. , Aircraft Weapon Serviceability Checks.
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Upon arrival in theater, AH-64 weapon systems 
Aircraft were

2) Recommendation.- All AH-64s should be plumbed to accept 
auxiliary fuels tanks. This configuration will provide "warfighting"' 
planners increased flexibility based on METT-T.

1) Discussion, f
were re-boresighted and uploaded for combat operations, 
not allowed to conduct serviceability fires, as required, to identify

1) Discussion. During Desert Shield, our unit conducted 
numerous sand table exercises (SANDEXs) as a way to rehearse a 
particular mission prior to its execution. The conduct of these 
exercises allowed us to work out "mission specific" problems such as 
C3, logistics, and maintenance recovery, without having to commit 
those resources in an actual environment. Additionally, SANDEXs 
provided for the development of junior 1eaders/staff planners in 
understanding the scheme of manuever and commander's intent, and the 
integration of combat multipliers (fire support, NBC, etc.).

AFFR-BAH-CDR 
SUBJECT: 2-229th AAR for Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm

1) Discussion. Upon arrival in Saudi Arabia, this unit did not 
possess auxiliary fuel tanks for the AH-64s, or the plumbing required 
for the mounting of the 230-gallon tanks. During the conduct of 
training exercises for Desert Shield, auxiliary fuel tanks were 
identified as a shortfall, and were subsequently obtained and 
installed prior to ground operations in Desert Storm. The use of the 
fuel tanks on the AH-64 gave the unit more flexibility during combat 
operations at a minimal cost in terms of aircraft performance. The 
trade-off in increased range and station time far outweighed the loss 
of power margin and ordnance-carrying capability during all missions 
in which they were utilized. The use of a somewhat smaller tank, 150- 
gallons or so, would be an even better solution.

2) Recommendation. Sand table exercises are an excellent way 
to rehearse/plan missions without commiting large quantities of 
equipment or personnel resources. Additionally, a sand table exercise 
will allow you to "What if...", or wargame, your plan prior to its 
execution. When time allows, units should be encouraged to conduct a 
sand table exercise on any and all missions prior to their actual 
execution.



SUBJECT:

Use of Environmental Covers on HELLFIRE Missiles.g.

h. Use of 0H-58C Aircraft.
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system failures/malfunctions, and to validate the boresight until we had been in country in excess of 75 days.

AFFR-BAH-CDR
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1) Discussion, while performing a deep attack in theEuphrates River valley west of Basrah, Iraq, our unit experienced numerous "lost" missiles as well as missiles that could not be launched due to the missile seekers inability to capture/track laser energy. This was directly attributed to small insects which coated the outer surface of the missile seeker and, in effect, "blinded" the missile.

2) Recommendation. TEAM WARHAWK was an effective way to maximize the capabilities of the existing OH-58C during Operations

2) Recommendation. Higher headquarters needs to place agreater emphasis on the scheduling of ranges so that subordinate units can identify faults/shortcomings in primary weapons systems that will be utilized to destroy the enemy. Not only will this validate the intended weapon system, but it additionally builds confidence for the aircrews themselves.

2) Recommendation. Environmental covers (De-ice Domes) when utilized will ensure that the missile seeker is protected from weather and other environmental factors such as insects prior to launch. Jettisoning the dome during target acquisition will ensure that a clean seekerhead is able to pick up and track laser energy.Environmental covers should be placed on all missiles, regardless of the environment.

1) Discussion. In general, the 0H-58s were often found to be a greater liability for the following reasons: 1) reduced air speed; 2) lack of optics; 3) limited navigational ability; and 4) reduced station time due to lack of auxiliary fuel tanks. Given these deficiencies, all unit OH-58s were task organized into a separate element we called TEAM WARHAWK. This element was responsible for providing a continuous base for C2, early warning, fire support, and a limited air-to-air defense capability. TEAM WARHAWK was subdivided into teams that continually rotated forward to provide a coordination base during the conduct of training/combat missions. We found that by employing our 0H-58CS in this manner we were able to overcome some of the technological deficiencies that currently haunt the OH-58C when utilized with the AH-64.



i . Command and Control Console {UH-60) for the Battalion.

7.

8. FLYING TIGERS!
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POC for this AAR is CPT(P) Hodge, 2-229th AHR s-3 @ ext. 2282/6133.

WILLIAM LTC, AV Commanding

Desert Shield and Desert Storm. It allowed us to extend the battlefield in terms of C2, and proved an invaluable asset in thatarea. Aviation Proponency needs to review the fielding of the 0H-58D, and as a minimum place OH-58DS or their technological equivalent in AH-64 attack battalions.

2) Recommendation. Obtain a command and control console for a UH-60 in order to improve the C3 for the battalion and provide a dedicated fire support station.

1) Discussion. The radio requirements for C3I were increased due to the magnitude of Operations Desert shield and Desert storm. The battalion was frequently required to operate on 3 FM maneuver command nets. Additionally, attack battalion FSE mebers are notaviators and do not fly aircraft. This is the only type maneuver element where a fire supporter can not function in exactly the same way as the maneuver commander he supports. Fire supporters rely on communications to provide maneuver commanders with timely and accurate fires. They need a dedicated commo platform to do their job. The UH- 60 ground commander antenna hook-up was tried but found inadequate due to the ranges involved between elements on the battlefield. All nets on the UH-60 C&C aircraft were already taken by the operations section for required C&C. A dedicated OH-58 served as the best airborne commo platform to accomplish FS tasks, but station time was a major concern. This also separated the FSO from the s-3 or BN CDR during tactical operations. Using the ground TAC radios was the overall best command and control setup, but was frequently found wanting for communications range due to the depth of operations. The HF radio available on the C&C platform also provides the battalion with a non-1ine-of-sight radio capability.

AFFR-BAH-CDR 
SUBJECT: 2-229th AAR for Operations Desert shield and Desert Storm
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Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm

General 

Pre-deployment Operations.

a.

b.

c.
1) Discussion.

•. i V. •
Tt.

Tentage in the battalion was limited, so s-
1

ANNEX A (Personnel and Administrative Services) to 2-229th ahr forOperations Desert Shield and Desert Storm ~ •.. , .«

• • • ;
• • f ; • •

.•
1. General^ Overall, the performance of the s-i section was good. Even with the shortages identified below, the section accomplished its mission, as long as it was kept together^ OERs, NCOERs and. awards weres submitted on time as best as possible considering the■ circumstances. ' Promotions were conducted on time. • Graves 
registration at the battalion level went well up to the point when higher headquarters did not deploy an s-1 section to support the battalions. Avn Bde s-3 conducted s-i operations at that point andwas not familiar with the graves registration system. - ' ,
2. . Issues.

1) Discussion. The pre-deployment operations of battalion personnel went very well. The operations center for the POM was set up in Yano Hall with a requirement to process every, stat ion to complete POM. Post support was extraordinary in completing the battalion in a week.

■

2) Recommendation. Exercise the POM process more often, perhaps on a.^uarterly basis. This will also exercise the various post agencies. This will increase readiness and the efficiency of the process.
Personal Items Marking During Storage at KFIA.
1) Discussion. Battalion personnel were repeatedly told by the S-1 and BN XO to ensure boxes stored at KFIA during deployment for offensive combat operations should be inventoried■■ and have disposition instructions marked on the outside of them. In case an individual would not return to recover his belongings, the battalion would need to know his/her personal desires for disposition. .When recovery began, the s-1 section found that .only some of the boxes of the KIAs, POWs, or POW escorts were marked or inventoried. This significantly complicated the task at hand for the s-1 section. These belongings were inventoried, re-packed, and then sent to the NOK. We made the assumption that the belongings were to go;to the NOK. Personal effects should be immediately sent out and only require a verification by S-1 personnel.

■ b ■

2) Recommendation. Commanders need to get and stay involved; taking care of soldiers, their needs, and the needs of their families must be of the highest priority. First-line ' supervisor follow-up would have prevented this from occurring.
Work and sleep Conditions for the ALOC.
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1 and S“4 personnel worked and. slept In one frame tent with the enlisted and NCOS sleeping In another frame tent. Whenrthe ALOC" deployed an element with the battalion Into Iraq, this element-andT; the mess facility slept and worked In one GPTnedlum tent. ..The mess 'hall work, shifts made living conditions difficult.

?

•. V

.■ forward, .also..
, . ,.. ..

..... ...

2) Recommandatlon. Evaluate each recommendation based on 
merit, and then forward the recommendation regardless of the number 
of recommendations to be submitted.

..
. . ■

i

 ' V

lOlst Avn Bde CDR Letter
■ J

1) Discussion. Although the battalion was deployed with the thought of going straight Into battle. In the future we need to ensure all equplment Is taken Into theater. We quickly found ourselves In a garrison environment at KFIA with the reality of OERs, NCOERs, and other administrative paperwork. We did not have all the equipment we needed to a thorough and accurate Job. We spent too much time reformatting laptop computers to meet our needs. The Mbmorywrlters already had this data on them. ,.
2) Recommendation. Take all of your equipment to war, even If It will take a while to get there because you don't know how long-you will be. there. This Includes computers, software, copiers, and typewriters. •

Appendix 1-

1) Discussion. A quota policy was established bn certain awards, specifically the Bronze star, during Operation -Desert • Storm. Almost all officers received recommendations for the award while enlisted personnel were generally recommended for lesser service awards. AR 672-5-1 makes no provision- for the establishment of quotas on awards. Each recommendation should be evaluated on Its own merit to determine If the IndlvlduaT Is.worthy of the award. It Is not the place of the unit to.arbitrarily downgrade awards on the basis that It might not be approved because of numerous other recommendations. 
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.(for.-officers and NCOS, and-enlisted and Junior/NCOS )x<shou Id be- 
-?utlllzed. • The ALOC needs.'.sufficient tentage to vdeploy^-relements 

7;;

-One -’’R-fab” tent should-be.useKtoispl 11.. 
■ • Two additional- sleeping rtentS:;

At .no time■ should the same area be used for.working and sleeping
2) - Recommendationv*-: A -S-1 and S-4 areas -.for ?the?ALOC.

. V
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14 Jun 91AFFR-BAH-I.
■fMEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: ^^inex B (Intelligence) to Desert Shield/Storm AAR
’1

2. ISSUES:
MIOOS pickup is not

a HMMWV

HMMWV

The two
are an MIOOS

a. The MIOOS pickup is not sufficient to properly perform 
the function of the battalion Jump TAC.

•»*/ Discussion: The two vehicles designated for the 
battalion Jump TAC are an MIOOS (S-2) and a HMMWV <S-3). On several field exercises, particularly Desert Shield/Storm, The 
MIOOS has gotten stuck, causing a delay in the mission or the 
lack of this vehicle during operations. During Operations Desert 
Shield/Storm, the battalion commander's HMMWV was utilized to 
replace the MIOOS. However, due to the commander’s requirements, 
this vehicle will not always be available for future exercises.

2-229th AHR deployed from Fort 
All TOE and CTA equipment were 

loaded on the vehicle, except for personal baggage. The section 
arrived at Dhahran International Airport, and remained there for 
one week awaiting the arrival of the remainder of the battalion 
personnel. The section then moved to King Fahd International 
Airport, where it remained until mid January 91. Unit equipment 
had arrived, and deployment maintenance was conducted by the end 
of September. At this time, the unit conducted training missions 
to forward bases Bastogne and Tranquility Base. The section 
provided Intelligence updates of the current situation, prepared 
intelligence annexes for training missions, and operated the Jump 
TAC for all missions. The section then jumped forward with the 
unit to northeast of King Khalid Military City during the air 
war, remaining there less than three weeks. Prior to the start 
of the ground war, the unit moved forward to TAA Campbell, and 
conducted 3 missions into FOB Cobra. The unit then moved into 
FOB Cobra and later FOB Viper and remained until the end of the 
ground war. During this time, the section acquired, prepared, 
and disseminated intelligence information for daily operations, 
and operated the Jump TAC for all missions. Once the ground war 
was terminated, the unit redeployed to FOB Cobra where it 
remained with lOlst Aviation Brigade as a forward security 
element against the re-initiation of hostilities. Upon relief, 
the unit redeployed to Dhahran International Airport where 
equipment was readied for the return to the United States. All 
section equipment was loaded into MILVANs, and the vehicle was 
shipped separately. All personnel were recovered to Fort Rucker 
by 14 April 1991.

1. GENERAL: The S-2 section, 
Rucker, Alabama in August 1990.
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Map support was non-existent from 101st aviation brigade.c.

This battalion was, and

•r, .
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(2)ground or

• J. 
r

r

Recommendation:air to make face-to-face contact with higher headquarters on a daily basis. At least one person from the S-2 shop should participate in these daily runs. Additionally, any person who has reason to go to higher headquarters, should check in with the higher headquarters 8-2, and retrieve any information available for return to the battalion.

(1) Discussion:

b. Aviation Brigade once the ground war began.

AFFR-BAH-I 
>. SUBJECT: AAR Desert Shi eld/Storm

• ...

; . Vj •

Implement a courier system by face-to-face contact At least one person

'.-.A '■'>.............

Intelligence information was not passed; from lOlst 
..V

(1) Discussion: Once the ground '’war started, 101st .Aviation Brigade failed to send or notify this’command of vital 7^^ ■ in the enemy and friendly situation. Situation Overlays,«ehemy movements, enemy strengths and ' weaknesses* were not /forwarded for immediate tactical use. Only through personal initiative, and bypassing of the 101st AB to 101st Division and . . XVIII Airborne Corps, was the unit able to obtain the necessary tactical information to conduct operations.

 14; Jun .91

a. From the first issue of maps at Fort Rucker, through the last issue at King Fahd Airfield, procuring maps through lOlst AB was an uphill battle. Requests -were ; sent to 101st AB without action, and any requests that were filled were late, incomplete, filled with the wrong maps, or filled with photocopy maps. The photo copies were unusable by the aviators. The attitude of brigade personnel was lax, bordering on lazy. Supply point distribution was in effect from division to brigade and battalions were supposed to pick up their maps from brigade. 2-229th was forced to pickup the maps from division in order to receive any maps at all.
\ b. This battalion was, and still is, ill preparedto cc^duct contingency operations with our current map stockage. .Any contingency operations Inherent to the XVIII Airborne Corps should be planned for, including an adequate war stock of maps , for each area of operations in the contingency plans

■ Recommendation: The new TOE. replacement, of Bn .. Ml008 vehicles with,.^..HMMWVs. ... Recommend, implementbtion of this change as soon as possible, with the first- new HMMWVJacquired.going to the 8-2. 
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Recommendation:
Non-Support:a.

b.

d. Inefficient utilization and positioning of ground TAC.

(2) Recommendat ion:

*.4

• - .•
(2)

•T

AFFR-BAH-I 
- SUBJECT: A©R Desert Shleld/Storm

(b) If
back 'to the main CP, 
facilities, most likely the ground TAC.

2) Institute a battalion policy, through 
command channels, of requesting and receiving maps directly from 
the support agency supplying the maps.

Preparedness: Coordination with XVIII Airborne 
Corps and 18th Aviation Brigade should be conducted at the 
earliest possible time to determine areas of operations for 
contingency planning. As soon as this is determined, the S-2 can 
submit requisitions for maps covering these areas. This will 
allow sufficient maps for planning and set aside a reserve stock 
for immediate issue upon deployment.

(a) Standardize the positioning of these facilities 
in the following manner: The air TAC will be forward in close 
proximity to the battalion/company battle positions either at a 
stationary hover or in some type of orbital pattern. The ground 
TAC will be located on high ground, approximately halfway between 
the battle positions and the main CP. The ground TAC will act as 
either a retrans station or a relay station for the air TAC. Only 
one facility will talk to the main CP.

'\V

1) Press the issue through command channels in 
order to enforce proper support to the battalion. ‘ -

both facilities are capable of reporting 
then discontinue the use of one of the

(1) Discussion: The first real use of the air TAC by 
this battalion was accomplished during this operation. This 
presents some questions over the delineation of duties between 
the ground TAC and the air TAC. At times the ground TAC was 
forward of air TAC. Other times the situation was reversed, and 
some of the time the ground TAC collocated with the air TAC on 
the ground. At all times both facilities were reporting the same 
information back to the main CP.
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e.
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f. Inefficient mission debriefing procedures

from each

AH—64 VTR tapes not utilized as intelligence sources.g.

*

Discussion: 
asset.

AFFR-BAH—I 
. SUBJECT: AAR Desert Shield/Storm

operations.
its extended 
set up DE-254 antennas 
ability to pickup and maneuver quickly. The use

•r
Configuration and utilization of air TAC.

tl) Discussion: The VTR tapes from
valuable intelligence asset. In conjunction 
recommendation, these tapes should intelligence analysts.

(2> Recommendation: Insure the proper configuration of 
the air TAC with a command console and an adequate map board (map 
board plans available from the S-2 on request) and discontinue 
the use of the ground TAC. If significant distance exists 
between the battle area and the main CP then a ground or air retrans station should be deployed.

(10 Discussion: The concept of the air” TAC is to
provide quick mobility and positioning of the TAC facility during

the AH—64 are a 
with the above also be viewed by qualified

The air TAC has better communications ability due to
LOS when airborne. The air TAC can also land and 

for extended range while retaining the 
, ■ . “■ (Of the air TACnormally negates the need for a ground TAC, other than possibly a 

retrans station situated between the air TAC and the main. CP.

(2) Recommendation: Upon the completion of each mission, 
a formal debrief should be conducted with .each crew by a 
debriefer. The debriefer should have a .standard debriefing form 
and the mission tape should be reviewed with the crew at that 
time. The S-2 can develop a debriefing form and guidance for 
platoon leaders or designated debriefers from each company to 
conduct these debriefs properly and facilitate the intelligence network.

(1) Discussion: During Operation Desert Shxeld/Desert 
Storm mission debriefs were conducted orally with no written documentation. The mission debrief, when properly conducted and 
documented can be a tremendous intelligence tool. The debrief 
should be conducted as soon as possible after the mission, in 
conjunction with a review of the AH-64 VTR tapes, while the 
mission and actions are fresh in the pilots minds.
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(2)

>-h. Classified material destruction procedures

S-2

Classified document handling procedures.

S-2

j. Insufficient amount of security containers.

environment.

AFFR-BAH-I 
SUBJECTS AAR Desert Shield/Storro

Recommendation: 
units will 
unit does

(2) Recommendation: All classified documents issued to 
subordinate units will be issued on a DA Form 3964. If the 
subordinate unit does not have the ability to properly secure 
these documents, they must be returned to the S-2 within 24 
hours, or a certificate of destruction returned to the S-2 within the s'ame time frame.V

The high volume of SOIs and COMSEC 
transfer, of the., S72S document 
This left the. S-2 shop without

The S-2 will review the tapes and debrief 
any questions with the pilots. To accomplish 
VTR tapes needs to be maintained at the 
facilitate a one-for—one exchange with the 

companies as tapes are turned in. Once reviewed, the VTR tapes 
will be erased and returned to the operational stock except those 
deemed necessary to be maintained for historic reference by the 
command.

(2) Recommendation: The S—2 needs to acquire an 
additional classified document shredder, and allow- COMSEC to 
maintain the current shredder. The request for this shredder has 
already been submitted to the S-4 for action.

(1) Discussion:
keying material necessitated the 
shredder to the COMSEC officer, 
the ability to adequately destroy classified documents other than 
burning. Burning is the most efficient method of destroying 
classified documents; however, open flame causes a safety and 
light discipline problem. Burning also requires the attendance of 
two personnel to monitor and ensure complete destruction of the 
material and witness the destruction.

(1) Discussion: Classified documents or documents 
classified for training purposes must be handled lAW AR 3S0-5. 
The ability to secure these items in the field necessitates 
speedy dissemination and return to a secure area.

<1> Discussion: Due
classified/sensitive information and 
present in the tactical 
units and sections to be able to 
operations orders, intelligence 
references fall into this category.

Recommendation: Upon the completion of unit level 
debriefs,'the debriefing forms, and VTR tapes should be forwarded to the S-^2 shop, 
forms, and clarify
this, a stock of 
Battalion level to

to the amount of 
sensitive items which are 
it is necessary for all 

secure these items. SOIs, 
estimates, and classified
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3.

b.
c.

15 EPWs from Istd.

Processed captured enemy weapons.e.

S-2 OIC

(8>
(9)

(1>
(2) 
(3> 
(4> 
(5)
<6)

“ ■. EPW 
directly to the MP holding

c

Sk a

field operations.-
Deployed the Jump TAC for all missions.
Produced 110 Intelligence estimates/summaries
Processed 15 EPWs from Ist capture; thereafter an 

captured by the battalion were taken l
facility for. processing.

S-4 should procure 1 drawer Mosier 
staff sections, and each of

36 Rifles (AK-47/74)
4 RPG2 Grenades2 Recoil ess’ Rifles
1 ZPU (Type 56)56 Magazines

(7) 1487 Rnds Ammunition7 Protective Masks Numerous CTA-50 type items and documents

apfr-bah-i-SUBJECT: AAR Desert Shi eld/Storm
• • •*

(2) Recommendation!
security 'containers for each of the 
the line companies.

SUMMARY! • .
Provided 24 hour operations from Jan 91 to Mar 91 during
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Operations issues are listed in the main body of2.

POC for3.

V

these matters is CPT(P) Hodge, BN S-3.

ANNEX C (Events Calendars and Graphics) to 2-229th AHR AAR for Operations Desert shield and Desert storm

Issues.this AAR.

CPT(P), AV s-3

1. Generali Enclosed are the monthly calendars of events as• they occurred in Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Also enclosed'are the original slides the battalion used on 19 April 1991 for a AAAA meeting at the Pt. Rucker Oflccer's Open Mess.
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August 1990f

1 8 16 22 29

September 1990
1 8 16 22 29

FOB Mission
8

BDE Battle Drill 
27

Equipment Close on SPOE
22

SANDEX 
22

COLT Tng BDE Battle Drill 
12 17

In-country Traln-up
26 Aug Begin _

TOC and B Co. Move to KFIA
26

•J*

Deployment to Saudl Arabla
22 Aug Begins 

*17

Acft to APOD (LAAF)

Equipment to SPOD (Jacksonville, FL)
16-16

Recon FQB
6 

Move to FOB Bastogne
7

Alerted
9 

POM
10

Deployment to Saudi Arabia 
' 6 Sep End

In-country Traln-up
—' ■ >

12

BN Battle Drill FOB Mission 
24 28 ----------- -



October 1990
1 .... 8 16 22 29

• >*

November 1990
1 8 15 22 29

Org. Day 
4

SANDEX II
10___ ^13

DIV Safety Day
23

Alert 
30

Trnq Base

DIV Safety Day
4

Tranquility Base 
Bde Battle Drill

28

Battle Drills
16__ fc.18

Tranquility Base Operations
7'----------------------------►w

NBC Tng 
23—►ae

Co. JAAT Tng (Black Widow).
16 ------------ ^18-

AHB Demo for Saudis
9

DIV Battle Drill
18

Battle Drill w/Omani Bn
12

Battle Drill w/OmanI Bn Small Arms Ranges

Fire Spt Master Shooter Course 
27------------------►

■OB Mission 
—►3 4



December 1990
1 22 29.«•

•.

3

Fire Spt Master Shooter Course

January 1991
1 8 16 22 29

K.

I

*

TAA CAMPBELL 
27_________

DIV Safety Day
21

>29

Allied Air Campaign Begins
17

DIV FIX 
16--*17

(FARP Plan)

*26

FARPEX
6

'Deploy with TF 2-101
10-11

Door Gunnery
18

Warfighting Seminar Warfighting Seminar 
^4 24

CALF EX (Faysai Range)
4-5

(FA & Live JAAT)

OPCON to 1st CAV
- ------------------------------------------ ----

(Haf’r Al BatIn/KKMC) 
Alert

13

8 16

"■ Tranquility Base Operations
■ ------------ ►4 ■

DALFEX (Faysil Range)



February 1991
1 .8 15 22 28

TAA CAMPBELL
24

TAA Security Missions
1 *16

March 1991
1 8 16 22 29

FOB COBRA
4 24

1st Bde STX (COBRA)
14

Memorial Service
10

>24

3rd Bde Support 
^2(Euphrates Recons)

TAA Palm
24-^26

18th Avn Bde Control
24------------------- -—►

West Heliport

CSAR for UH-60L Crew
1

2nd Bde STX (Tallil)
® . 11

’0-7’ Armed Recons
14----------------------^23

Ground War
24------ ^28

FOB COBRA
24------ ►28

FOB VIPER
27---------- -
Ceasefire

28

FOB VIPER
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2. Missions.
a.

b.

3. Field Artillery.

The 2—229th AHR conducted the -Following tactical missions during Operation Desert Storm:

-Move to and Occupy Tactical Assembly Area 
-Zone and Area Reconnaissance 
-Hasty Attack 
-Deliberate Attack 
-Deep Attack 
—Screening Operations 
—Medevac

-Move to and Occupy Tactical Assembly Area 
—Zone and Area Reconnaissance 
-Hasty Attack 
-EPW Extraction 
—Air Assault Security/LRSD Insertion Security -Screening Operations
-Deep Attack 
-Combat Search and Rescue

The 2-229th conducted the following tactical missions during 
Operation Desert Shield:

ANNEX D (FIRE SUPPORT) to 2-229th AHR Operations Desert Shield and 
.Desert Storm After Action Report
* •*
1. General. Fire Support during Operations Desert Shield and Desert 
Storm focused'pn the integration of field artillery and close air 
support with AH—64 attack helicopters. The 101st Airborne Division 
(Air Assault) Artillery (105mm), C/5-S FA (155mm), and eventually 5- 
8 FA, provided general support fires to the division's Aviation 
Brigade during Operation Desert Storm. Immediate and pre-planned CAS 
was used in support of these operations. During Operation Desert 
Shield, to prepare for the 15 January 1991 deadline and impending 
Allied offensive operations, a Master Shooter Course focusing on 
lethal fire support means was conducted from 27 November -29’ 
December 90. CALFEXs were conducted in December 90 with 1-17 FA 
(155mm, SP), and in January 91 with 2-320 FA (105, T) at Faysal Range 
(24th ID Range Complex), Saudi Arabia.

a. Desert Shield. The 2—229th was assigned a target number block 
as an attack battalion within the 101st Aviation Brigade (WF 3000- 
3999). When working with an infantry brigade of the division, 2— 
229th AHR took the target number block given by the infantry brigade, 
or kept its AVN BDE block. Laser codes were deconflicted at a 27 
August meeting at 18th Abn Corps HQ where fixed codes for using units 
in the corps were established. These codes were 1134-1138, 1141- 
1148, and 1151-1155. The primary communications net for AVN BDE FSEs 
was DIVARTY OFl. Targeting was a challenge in the desert, but it was
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1. The -first AVN BDE

2.

Bastogne Area De-fense (Sep - Oct 90). 
battle drills -Focused on the de-fense o-f what was becoming Forward 
Operating Base “Bastogne" -for the 101st sector along Tapline Road. 
The 2 attack battalions worked progressively north and west.as 
MARCENT established its boundaries and ARCENT brought more units in 
theater. The only available -fire support north of Bastogne was CAS, 
as the JFACC had established a 40 kilometer "kill zone" from the 
Kuwait border on south. Apaches could then control CAS as they 
conducted attacks in sector. When the threat entered the forward- 
positioned FA battalion's range, Apache units could send CFFs to 1 — 
320 FA <105, T), the DS battalion to 2ND BDE. As the 2ND ANSLICO 
determined its liaison particulars with the Allies present, 
coordination was then made for attack battalions to call SALTs and 
FCTs co—located with Allied artillery units for FA fires on a UHF 
frequency. Call for Fire response time was never actually tested 
because the ANSLICO members never relayed the CFF to an actual 
EPAC/6CC artillery unit. Communications problems plagued working 
with the FCTs due primarily to the ranges involved. The FCTs had to 
adjust the way they did business with us because they were not aware 
of how the AHB operates and how to communicate with it. Pre-planned 
fires were extensively used as series planned in support of the 
phases of hasty attacks to attrit enemy forces heading south to Bastogne.

Tranquility Base Operations (Oct - Dec 90). 2-229th was
allowed direct coordination with an Omani infantry battalion (with 
105mm battery) in its new more western sector of responsibility. The 
OPLAN now had 2 infantry brigades of the 101st up along Tapline Road, 
west of Bastogne. 2-229th was based along Tapline Road at a FOB 
called Tranquility Base. The battle would transition from the Omani 
'position to the AVN BDE sector, and then into a 1ST BDE series of 
kill zones along Tapline Road. The Omani battery could be counted on 
for firesl.when it was not engaged in direct support of its infantry 
and a series to be fired by a forward Apache company was planned and 
utilized in battle drills. Saudi FA assets (155, T) were to provide, 
fires as needed in the AVN BDE sector, but communications problems 
with SALTS and slow response time of the Saudi guns made this a poor 
asset for timely fire support. The series of Apache attacks in 
sector were just too fast for such a cumbersome system to respond to 
in a militarily significant manner. In and around 1ST BDE, numerous 
FA assets were available. To transition from the AVN BDE battle to

AFFR-BAH-FSO ; '
SUBJECT: Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm Fire Support AAR
for 2—229th AHR

• .•
•. V quickly discovered that sabkhas were highly visible from the air and 
could be used for TRPs. 2-229th adopted character names from the 
"Flintstones" cartoon series for namimg their FA series'. This made 
it simpler for pilots to use FA fires in support of an engagement by 
only needing to know the series name and area it would cover, and not 
all the specific targets within the series'.



SUBJECT:
■for 2—229th AHR

•:

3.

Ki

4.

AFFR-BAH-FSO .
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm Fire Support AAR
-

K
*

the 1ST BDE battle (which began with TOW engagements), 2-229th would 
•Fire-series BAMBAM and control all CAS in the engagement area. Prior 
to breaking station and conducting battle handover with the infantry, 
2-229th fired a group of targets to indicate on the ground that 
battle handover was being conducted, and facilitate the breaking of 
station. When the battle entered the infantry main EAs, the Apaches 
worked the fringes of the battlefield and stood by for any specific 
targeting by the 1ST BDE. At this stage of the battle drill, the FSE 
concern was ensuring the AH—64s were clear of the tight airspace 
around the EAs (due to numerous FA elements and mortars firing into a 
relatively small piece of terrain).

b. Desert-Storm (Jan — Mar 91). The AH—64 battalions were 
operating consistently beyond the range of available artillery 
assets. The air assault artillery raid solved this problem and was 
what FS planners looked to for extending the range of FA fires. One 
raid was planned for an attack on Tallil Airfield, but never used by 
2-229th AHR due to bad weather and changes in the unit's mission. 
The planning for an artillery raid required a known target and 
accurate intelligence of the objective or target area and several 
hours to gather all the necessary elements to make the raid happen. 
AH—64 reconnaissance missions usually resulted in Apache hasty 
attacks and CAS engaging the targets. On 1 March, a combat search 
and rescue mission was executed to locate and retrieve a downed UH- 
60 crew. Direct coordination was conducted with 3-27 FA (MLRS) to 
provide fires in support of the mission. FM communications were 
never achieved, but a target list was passed to the 24th DIVARTY 
digitally when it was hand-delivered to A/3-27 FA. Again, field artillery.fires were not necessary.V Close Air Support.

Task Force 2-101 (Jan 91). The FA mission statement to 
the attack battalion was finally cleared up at this time. DIVARTY 
elements were General Support to the AVN BDE at all times, and 
priority of fires would transition to the lead element in contact. 
Additionally, 2ND BDE FSE had a direct link to 1ST CAV DIVARTY for 
additional fires. Fireplans were made utilizing all available FA 
assets (105, 155, MLRS) and disseminated to all firing units on 13 January 91.

a. Desert Shield. 2—229th attempted to use live CAS for every 
exercise we participated in, and if not available, it was simulated 
by the BN FSO or a BDE ALO. CAS was quickly put into a PUSH CAS 
format by the JFACC for Army operations. Additionally, an A—10 
squadron was assigned the night CAS mission. By using the laser 
designator on the Apache, A-lOs became viable night CAS platforms 
with IR ABM—65 and 30mm gun. Apache front—seaters move the laser
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6. Issues.

,AFFR—BAH-FSO
SUBJECT: Operations Desert Shield and Desert^Storm Fire Support AAR•tor 2—229th AHR

Desert Shield. The only EW available was complimentary jammimg -fHsm USAF. This included COMJAM and NONCOMJAM -from Compass 
Call and Volant Solo EC-130 aircraft. "Quick-fix” within the division 
(EH—60) was never made available for battle drills or training, 

b. Desert Storm. During G-7 to G Day operations, an EH-60 was 
made available for AH—64 reconnaissance missions in the 101st sector. 

-..-J Complimentary jamming from USAF assets was still in effect.

spot,around tke target area for A-10 flight lead and wingmen when A- 
.lOs are using the 30mm gun at night. This technique was proven in 
November 90 in a deep attack battle drill along Tapline Road by 2- 
229th AHR. A consolidated IP list was issued by the' FSE after 
reviewing the theater IP list from the BDE ALO. The air defense 
threat was considered low, so fast movers were flying at 10,000 feet 
and higher, with the hard deck at 5,000 feet. A big advantage for 
•fire supporters was the easy deconfliction of airspace with FA fires, 
since they were flying above the maximum ordinate of FA most of the 
time. In the offensive, the Iraqi ADA elements would quickly be left 
behind by armor because they cannot fire while on the move, and do 
not move as fast as tanks and APCs in the first place.

Authentication was accomplished through the USKAC 1553 
transmission authentication table. Joint authentication table from 
the SPINS, and emergency authentication procedures from the SPINS, 
also. The simplest way to authenticate was through emergencyauthentication for the helicopter pilots.

b. Desert Storm. CAS was utilized more frequently than FA due to 
the ranging problem for the artillery, and the quicker response time 
of the fighters. The Aviation Brigade ALOs were used as available to 
coordinate for CAS. A specific TAD for each attack battalion was 
provided for controlling CAS by the Aviation Brigade ALO. The TAD 
listing was provided on the SPINS (Special Instructions) disk from 
Aviation Brigade. There was some confusion as to the numbering of 
IPs (Alpha points) in the area between TAA Campbell and PL Charger, 
but this was eventually resolved. Immediate CAS was used from G-7 to 

and a Pre-plannned CAS request was sent to support the CSAR
mission. CAS was actually employed 3 times; 4 x A-10 with Mk-82 GP 
bombs, 2 x F-16 with Mk-84 GP Bombs, and 2 x F-15E with Mk-84 GP 
bombs. The F-15Es were picked up on the deep attack on the pontoon 
bridge/causeway on the GUARD frequency (UHF 243.000) from AWACS 
Central. The enemy ADA threat was again considered low and the fighters were flying above most Iraqi AAA ranges. 
•5. Electronic Warfare.

During G-7 to G Day operations
We did not request the support, it just showed up.



Obtaining a SLGR -for 2-229th AHR.a.

this unit.

attack, or the Apaches are supporting the artillery raid, or both. 
The 101st DIVART-Y treated Apaches as FS plat-forms several times in

Shield and Desert Storm Fire Support AAR

2)^Recpmmendation. FA commanders need to treat AH—64 battalion^ as any other maneuver battalion and provide doctrinally 
adequate FA -fire support to them and/or the aviation brigade.

c. Di-f-ferences in Map Accuracies.

AFFR-BAH-FSO 
SUBJECT: r
Tor 2-229th AHR

on. Discrepancies in determining grid coordinates 1:50,000 and 1:250,000 scale maps made targeting a continual challenge. Di-F-Ferences in locations were as much as 2x3 kilometers. Aviators were never able to obtain 1:50,000 scale maps 
tor use in the cockpit. Plotting o-f all targets in a given area of

division orders. Then the -fire support mission statement in the 
division FS Plan would exceed the stated maneuver objective in the 
base OPORD! Yet it took until January 91 be-fore a tactical FA mission was assigned to support the AVN BOE.

1) Discussion. It took until B-7 to obtain a SLGR for 2- 
229th AHR. The ability to provide accurate 8-digit grid coordinates 
to any unit in this theater cannot be over-emphasized. Update points 
•for the Doppler radars in the Blackhawks and Apaches were crucial -for 
navigation and target location in the desert. Additionally, when the 
Doppler is over water, it is unable to sense movement and?becomes 
unreliable unless it can be updated with a known location. The deep 
attack mission route was over water for 50% of the route. FA was not 
used during that mission, but target location error (TLE) would have 
been significant if FA was available. III/V assets were usually 
required to navigate over long distances without more than a map and 
a compass. The speed with which they could have emplaced FARPs and 
the accuracy in location would have enhanced the combat potential of

2) Recommendation. A GPS system (SLGR or similar) per
airframe and 3 for TII/V platoon as a minimum for the battalion.

b. Lack of FA Fires Covering Apache Maneuver Space.
1) Discussion. Attack operations were so deep and so often 

that organic FA assets could only provide fire support if used in an 
artillery raid. Executing an artillery raid usually meant that the 
Apaches would also have to provide security for the artillery unit 
conducting the raid. To do so would usually reduce the number of 
Apaches available to attack the target at any one time. It is still 
a question as to whether the artillery is supporting the Apache
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SUBJECT:

>•
2-229th AHR FSE MTOE Structure is Inadequate.d.

Restructure FSE along lines o-f In-f/Armor2) Recommendation.
FSE.

Lack o-F Use of Digital Message Devices within 101st DIVARTY.e.

V.

2—229th FSE be authorized a FISTDMD and

Improper Use o-f Scarce ALO Assets by 101st ABN DIV (AASLT).f .
There was no attached ALO at the attack1) Discussion.

2) Recommendation.
use it in the -field.

1) Discussion. The depth and speed o-f AH—64 operations was 
greater than anyone could have predicted prior to Desert Shield or

■ Desert Storm. The CSAR mission required cross-division coordination 
•for field artillery support. The use of digital communications by 3— 
27 FA (MLRS) enabled the timely transmission of targeting data to 
firing elements. The use of DMDs for fire support coordination (at 
least) wodld enable all elements in the lOlst DIVARTY to function as 
rapidly as another during offensive operations.

1) Discussion. The overall structure of the Aviation Brigade 
and attack battalion FSEs needs to be looked at closely and properly 
augmented to support the missions of these aviation units. All 
attack battalion TO&E FSOs should be CRTs, not ILTs. An FSO is the 
maneuver commander's expert on all means of fire support, both lethal 
and non—lethal.. The attack battlions function as part o-f a brigade, 
division or corps plan and are required to become familiar with 
operations that are .quite dissimilar from any other type of ground 
force in this Army. Operations graphics are worked at the' division 
and corps level due to the depth of offensive operations. A more 
experienced and seasoned field artilleryman is necessary to ensure 
all available fire support is made available to the attack battalion 
commander. Moreso than in an infantry battalion, the aviators are 
preoccupied with their maneuver tasks (i.e. flying and fighting). 
Additionally, these battalion FSEs should be manned and equipped the 
same as infantry battalion FSEs with the addition of a UHF/VHF radio.

AFFR-BAH-FSO
SUBJECT: Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm Fire Support AAR
for 2-229th AHR

• ** , - 
operations was?not feasible when using 1:250,000 scale maps, 
particularly when working in an infantry brigade's sector. When able 
to, the FSE used 1:50,000 scale maps for target planning and deriving 
a target list.

2) Recommendation. The TOC must maintain one operations 
1:50,000 map for operations planning, navigation, target planning, 
and terrain evaluation.
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Lack of a Fire Support SITREP Within lOlst DIVARTY.g*

Adopt a Format for a Fire Support SITREP

h. FSO Location During the Battle.

— r .xcv.wmii.ciiuaLiuii. a commana ana control console for a
UH—60 and let a FSE member run his tasks from that aircraft with at

There was no standard report within the AVN
There was a

2) Recommendation. f ' ~
within 101st DIVARTY to aid transmission of FS data.

AFFR-BAH-FSO •
.SUBJECT: Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm Fire Support AARfor 2-229th AHR

2.} Recommendation. Attach an ALO to the attack battalions if they are leading your attack.

1) Discussion. Attack battalion FSE mebers are not aviators 
and do not fly aircraft. This is the only type maneuver element 
where a fire supporter can not function in exactly the same way as 
the maneuver commander he supports. Fire supporters rely on 
communications to provide maneuver commanders with timely and
'accurate fires. They need a dedicated commo platform to do their 
•job. The UH-60's troop commander antenna hook-up was tried but found 
inadequate due to the ranges involved between elements on the 
battlefield. All nets on the UH—60 C&C aircraft were already taken 
by the operations section for required C&C. A dedicated OH-58 served 
as the best airborne commo platform to accomplish FS tasks, but 
station time was a major concern. Using the ground TAG radios was 
the overall best command and control setup, but was frequently found 
wanting for communications range due to the depth of operations.

2) Recommendation.

battalion level. This was due to the shortage of ALOs and GTACs in 
theater. Those units working closest to the enemy or threat should 
be given all assets available to complete their mission because they 
were more likely to use it. ALOs at the infantry battalion level 
were not as necessary as at the attack battalion level. Attack 
battalion FSOs effectively functioned as ALOs at their battalion 
level. Put the limited and specialized resources where they are most likely and gainfully to be used.

1) Discussion.
BDE or infantry brigades for passing FS information.     
format for the FA battalions, but not one focusing on the integration 
of lethal fire support with maneuver forces. FSO 2-229th created a 
format that was adopted by the AVN BDE. A similar format could be 
used by the INF BDEs to put all fire supporters on "the same sheet of 
music". 2—229th worked with all 3 INF BDEs as well as the AVN BDE; 
standardized reports facilitate the timely and accurate transmission 

. Of information. A sample format was provided to the 101st AVN BDE in 2—229th's initial AAR to BDE.

Obtain a command and control console for
least one dedictaed FM net.
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i; Fire Support Master Shooter Course.
A course -Focusing on the employment o-F lethal

MviuLurb ao not xxKe to aomit tnat tney ao not know, or are 
not certain o-F something when it comes to military knowledge; it must

more

Hold the course once a year with maximum

7. POC -For this AAR is CPT Albaneze, 2-229th AHR FSO.

lEZE

1 Enclosure

K.

assets, 
raised.

every pilot with these procedures was captured, is at Enclosure 1.

K

sV

MICHAEL A. ALB, 
CPT, FA 
Fire Support O-Fficer

2) Recommendation. Hold the course once a year with maximum 
attendance by all air crewmembers to increase the knowledge and 
confidence of new aviators, and sustain the level of the more senior aviators.

AFFR-BAH-FSO
SUBJECT: Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm Fire Support AARfor 2-229th AHR

be coaxed out of them. After much grumbling by a few of the , 
senior aviators, the pilots and AOs attended regularly and 
participated enthusiastically. A glaring deficiency in their 
previous training was the lack of learning how to shoot a moving 
target mission. Additionally, several members had never controlled 
CAS or even worked-up a ''9-line", so the opportunity to familiarize 

The course syllabus

1) Discussion. A course focusing on the employment of lethal 
fire support assets was conducted by the 2-229th FSE .from.27 NOV -29 
DEC 90. The course focused on what are traditionally scout tasks as 
they pertained to this theater, but had Apache pilots attend due to 
the harsh reality that they would be even more likely to employ these 

The collective knowledge in the battalion was significantly 
Aviators do not like to admit that they do not know, or are



FIRE SUPPORT MASTER SHOOTER COURSE
27 November 29 December 1990

SYLLABUS

4, 6, 8 Dec.:

Naval 
Naval 
Naval 
Naval

1 Dec.;
Course Introduction 
The Gunnery Team
Elements o-f the Call -for Fire 
Determining Direction
Message to Observer 
Sequence o-f Subsequent Corrections 
OT Factor
Adjustment o-f Fires
Re-finement and Surveillance
FA Munitions and E-f-fects
FA Tactical Missions
FA Battalion Organization 
FA Brigade Organization

The ANGLICO
Naval Gunfire Capabilities
Naval Gunfire Limitations 
Naval Gunfire Call for Fire 
Prefiring Report

Gunfire Adjustment
Gunfire Munitions and Effects 
Gunfire Ships
Gunfire Tactical Missions 

Graded FA/NGF Missions
11 , 13, 15 Dec.; 
Close Air Support Requests
Controlling CAS
CAS Target Marking
Fighter Check-in Brief 
FAC/ABC—to—Fighter Brief ("9 Line") 
CAS Munitions and Effects 
CAS Aircraft
CAS Lasers 
Night CAS Considerations

27, 29 Nov.,

18, 20, 22 Dec.;
Graded CAS Missions 
Fires Coordination Exercise (BN Sand Table)
26, 27, 29 Dec.; 
Fireplanning 
Fire Support Coordination Measures 
Revi ew 
Make-Up Missions 
Practical Exercise 
Presentation to Master Shooters
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Shortage of NBC suits.'.a.

- -I-

2.

 b. Protective Masks  

1.

annex’ E (NBC) TO 2-229IH AHR CREATIONS DESERT SHIELD AND DESERT STORM 
APTER ACTION REPORT

■■i t.

; •

Discussion. There was a shortage of masks during the preparation phase of the deployment to Saudi Arabia due to an increased number of personn^el in the battalion. Unserviceable masks had been identified and turned in thru the S4, however replacement masks were not irmedlately available. The replacement masks were finally acquired and issued to the soldiers prior to them deploying. Extra-small NBC masks were needed by a few soldiers and these are hard to come by. We were able to fit some of these ”hard-to-fit" soldiers with small M24 masks. There were problems gettingM43 masks during the deployment phase.

Recommendation. , Each soldier should have three.sets of NBC suits. Soldiers should maintain two sets, one set should be for training and the second set should be war stock kept as CPOGs. The third set of suits should be stored either by the unit or by the battalion NBC Section. Each soldier should sign for these suits as part of inprocessing through his/her unit and when he/she out processes, these should be inspected and stored for another soldier. The accountability and maintenance of these suits should ensured by . commanders so that replacements can be ordered if necessary. .

,. 1. . GENERAL. Preparation for deployment , to. Saudi Arabia ^surfaced '..some of the basic problems that exist in deploying an NBC section to combat.'The two main obstacles in.preparing for deployment were equipment.... and training.• ® '• “ .. , '• -jr

ISSUES.

1. Discussion. There was a shortage of NBC suits.due to an increased 
number of personnel in the battalion during the deployment. , ,In addition, 
several orders of NBC.suits were cancelled due to a low priority placed.on NBC 
equipment requisition at Fort Rucker. Several attempts were made to ensure 
that each soldier in the battalion has at least two sets of war stock^suits, 
but again these orders were cancelled. However, after working 12 to 14 hours 
during the preparation phase of the deployment, we were able to obtain the 
required amount of suits before deployment.   _. J .... ., ....
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C.

receive the two sanators that this battalion

Section is responsible to maintain and transport the second set of war stock 
Ann riomnf* oms n « MM -t_____ . ___ ,

V
. f

the sanators. shortage of two decontamination apparatus- 
were not received them yet. The battalion cannot conduct effective hasty or

at that time. ; However, after several trios anri rail® 4-n‘ 4*hei '1O4>K Al «.u^

« spot on another 
. It would be a much

L., ■ . .

2. Recommendation. Each unit should maintain'its masks in a centralized

r-—........ .11 oauui nr^uta, we iosc tnree protective masks due to negligence on the part of the soldiers. We also had
 maintenance^of^mCks^ due the climate, wear and tear, and improper —

location. The battalion NBC Section should inspect these masks for 
serviceability, cleanliness and accountability quarterly, A Soldier should 
inprocess properly into his/her unit's NBC room to ensure that he/she gets a 
properly sized and fitted mask. This would eliminate improper fitting and 
also helps to identify a soldier who is hard to fit needs a special mask. 
Proper inprocessing would also identify those soldiers who need optical ' 
inserts and at which time the procedures to obtain inserts would be explained. 

Transportation of NBC equipment ’ . ... ■.

o f ®^®cussion. Prior to the deployment to Saudi Arabia, the'NBC
11 Ik" 5^^ ® transporting all its equipment which Includes

Recommendation. P ... ....ww
trailer to transport NBC equipment in time of deployment.
and decontamination equipment and decontaminants such 3?; 
However, DS-2 and STB cannot be transported together in the =0,.,= v. 
therefore a.trailer is.needed to separate these two decontaminants

d. NBC Equipment shortage
1. discussion.

This battalion is authorized two lAW MTOE, but up~to~now we

1 ;

— • • r--—— —• Mfiisi• bI ther*© Wds ddelay in loading NBC equipment because we did not have a vehicle to load the 
equipment on until two days before deployment. The NBC section prior to deployment had a M1009 which was not large enough to transport all the equipment that this section has. 
Some of the decontaminants that we have cannot be transported together in the

Prior to the deployment to Saudi Arabia, the'NBC
all the decontamination equipment, the second war stock and the 
decontaminants. During the preparation phase of the deployment.

same container, or truck, therefore; t i  section's truck to transport some of these decontaminants*
is authorized plus the protective shelters.

2. Recommendation. Battalion needs to provide a 2-1/2 ton truck with 
 . The battalion NBC

as STB and DS-2. 
J same container.

certification took the masks away from'us'
- However, after several trips and calls to the IBth Airborne 

Corps, we were able to obtain the required amount needed by the battalion." *” In addition to t^fe stated problems, while in Saudi Arabia, we lost three
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NBC Training
Ihe unit conducted some "peak-up" training prior to deployment. The sustainment training in garrison on a routine basis really does not give the individual or team sufficient twining to allow him to perhaps go straight into an NBC environment. Therefore the unit conducted some intense "refresher" 

NBC training prior to deploying.

2. Recommendation. There should be a -follow up on the sanators to ensure that they^are indeed on order, even though these equipment are supposed to be initial is^es. The M43Als replacements should be requisitioned-as soon as possible so that the battalion early warning system will be 1007..in case of deployment. .

2. Recommendation. Continue to conduct NBC training on a regular basis but conduct such activities as NBC stakes on a more frequent basis and integrate NBC play routinely on the flight line as well as the motor, pool. Ihe idea of some "peak-up or refresher training" should not be discounted from the deployment sequence necessarily either. Individual soldiers from some of the TDA organizations • on post were attached to our unit prior to deploying and had to be fitted and checked out with a mask. These soldiers benefitted 
from the peak-up and refresher training.

detailed equipment decontamination without the sanators. The battalion Is also short of two M43A1 chemical detectors. These detectors were damaged ‘during-Operation Desert Shield/Storm.
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ANNEX F (FLT OPS STATISTICS) to 2-229th AHR AAR for Operations Desert "shield
and Desert Storm

■f*

• AH-64A UH-60 2.6
 /

168.1 -48,4.8 32.0 684.9TOTAL

2027.9 346.2 2453.8TOTAL 79.7

6.0
18.2
6.3

TOTAL 1971.9 30.5 354.5 2356.9
47

0.0
0.4 •
0.0

381.3 0.4 8.0 389.7TOTAL

TOTAL 142.6 876.84865.9 5885.3

AVERAGE TIME PER AIRCARFT

159.7 OH-58C UH-60L 263.8

AH-64A 
OH-58C 
UH-60L

39.7 
61.9 
41.0

518.7 
260.9 
97.2

111.7
43.6
12.8

187.2 
130.7 
36.6

389.0
184.4
111.5

AH-64A 
OH-58C 
UH-60L

AH-64A 
OH-58C 
UH-60L

27.8
28.1
23.8

219.0 
108.4 
62.3

AH-64A 
OH-58C 
UH-60L

■ -.t’

S.-r..

211.8
86.6
47.8 •

2/229TH AVN REGT' OPERATION DESERT SHIELD/STORM FINAL REPORT

AH-64A

1145.0 
960.0 
348.8

DEPLOYMENT TO LSF 
OH-58C' 24.7

8.0
0.00.0

1122.0
966.2 
,268.7

2875.0 
2219.0 
791.3

3RD QUARTER FY 91 '
211.0
108.0
62.3-

1ST QUARTER FY 91
905.4 
845.3 

• 277.0.

2ND QUARTER FY 91
928.8 
817.3
225.8

AH-64A 
OH-58C . 
UH-60L

; if-. « _ ~ .'S.-

TIME IN COUNTRY FY 90
5.9 
15.2 
10.9

TOTAL TIME IN COUNTRY
2316.6
1896.2 
653.1

271.4
. 125.6 

87.8
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2. Issues.
Radio Systems (VRC-12 series and PRC-77).a.

The

Army

b.

time.
operations.

2) Recommendation.

c.

Current air TAC operations while airborne

2) Recommendation. Field the AN/ASC-15B command and control

General.: Battalion communications were outstanding due to the . The issues addressed in this annex are a result' of/ battalion operations while attached to the Airborne Division (AASLT) during Operations Desert Shield and . Desert Storm.

ranges of these systems f cumbersome whether in a vehicle or in manpack mode (PRC-77)*

Upgrade to the GRC-213 HF radio. A separate vehicle with a secure GRC-213 for HF secure operations. Use a M998 HMMWV to replace the M1008 as the prime mover for the RATT shelter.

ANNEX G (Communications) to 2-229th AAR for Operations DesertShield and Desert Storm

2) Recommendation. Fielding of SINCGARS (mod.2 with built- in secure mode) ASAP to replace this antiquated system we now use. 
HF/RATT Communications.

Lack of a C&C console for the Air TAC.
1) Discussion. Current air TAC operations while airborne rely soFely on the internal UH-60L radios and there are not enough to adequately provide C2 for the battalion. The air TAC console for ground operations consists of a radio rack, two secure VRC- 46s, 2 OB-254 antennaes, and a commercial 1.5 KW generator as a power supply. This configuration is not mobile and has been prone to problems.

1) Discussion. These radio systems require continuous maintenance due to the environment and age of the system, ranges of these systems is limited and they are bulky and cumbersome whether in a vehicle or in manpack mode (PRC-77). The battalion has four URC-883 UHF/VHF (Havequick) radio systems which are half the size of a VRC-46, are manpack or vehicle mountable. Only one of these went down during the entire deployment, needs a system like the URC-883 for its FM radios.

1) Discussion. The GRC-106 HF radio requires more . maintenance than the new GRC-213 (digital). HF radio. The 101st Avn Bde used the GRC-213 with far fewer maintenance problems. Because the RATT system contains the only HF radios the battalion has, we cannot talk HF secure and maintain RATT operations at the same The RATT shelter mounted on a M1008 truck is inadequate and was made clear when the RATT was left in the rear during combat

. 1. < • hard worlc of, the section.
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console to meet the air TAG requirements of the battalion.

Field the new digital FAXs to the

GRA-39/KYX-57 Radio Remotes.e.

f. CCI Equipment Shortages.
1) Discussion.

Commo Personnel.g.

K

Add one 31V and one 3IK enlisted members '

h. Lack of Multiplexers in the Battalion.
1) Discussion. Without a mulyiplexer, each battalion radio

2) Recommendation, battalion.

Either modify the KYX-S? with an ot find another replacement for the GRA-39

2) Recommendation.to the MTOE.

2) Recommendation, external speaker, system.

The battalion was force-issued the older FAXThey are

The shortage of KY-57S, HYP-57S (Power- Supply), and Z-AIJs (Battery Box) in the current MTOE resulted in non-secure radio nets and no reserve secure systems in case of a system breaking.

- . dr .'standard FAX.Incompatibility between the Tactical FAX (digital) and the
----- '
1) Discussion.

■ by the 101st'Avn Bde to fill a newer MTOE authorization. Incompatible:^!th what the 101st was using (digital FAX) resulting ln,"0" FAX capability for the battalion.

2) Recommendation. Field the SINCGARS mod.2 system which has the built-in secure system, or add 10 KY-57s, 10 HYP-57S and lOZ-AIJs to the current MTOE.

1) Discussion. The GRA-39 system requires a lot of maintenance and a large supply of BA 3030s to keep in operation. To remote one radio for a 12-24 hour period, 12 BA 3030s are required. The KYX-57 Wire Line Adaptor was designed to replace the GRA-39 system, but doesn't have an external speaker. They were useless to us because of that but we were able to use them in the field phone mode.

1) Discussion. The current MTOE does not provide enough personnel within the battalion communications section to adequately accomplish its mission. The section is required to maintain all the radio systems, provide 24-hour switchboard and radio watch, provide, 24-hour RATT communications, and provide personnel for air and ground TAG operations. These requirements stretch the 7-man section'to its limits and beyond.



Spare parts for OE-254S are very

Field 4 multiplexers for the BN TOC,
•1

!■«??
• * ■ ' ’ ,s

V

net requires a separate OB-254, f.  '   hard to come by which resulted in cannibalization to maintain the , battalion's radio nets.
• »*-•• • • 2) Recommendation. r‘• ALOC, ground TAG and one spare.
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AHR AAR -for Operations Desert Shield

• 1 =='«=<-y nau iiu iiidjor- proDiems auring the 
The -Framework is in place to apply risk

Solar Heating of Tools and Sur-faces.a.
Discussion. With temperatures running in the 130-140

b.

all times.-^'
c.

Due to the terrain, either very soft sand

d.
Discussion. The M16A1 ammo is di-f-ferent -from the M16A2ammo.

Keep one type of ammo until all units

3. POC for these matters is CW3 Rhode, BN Safety Officer.

I

ANNEX H (Safety) to 2-229th 
and Desert Storm

Small, portable sun shades can be used 
something like a "space blanket"). 

Traffic Rules within Theater.

1)  
degree F ranges with continuous sunshine during the daylight 

any object le'Ft in ^nn Kar-nmae 4.^ l.___ it

1) Discussion. r
procedures as we do in the USA.

Time permitting, brief drivers on the 
* driving at

I

WILLIAM F. RHODE CW3, USA 
Safety Officer

hours, any object left in the sun becomes too hot to handle. 
2) Recommendation.

to cover work areas (i.e.,

1) 
The -A2 can use -Al ammo, but not the other way around. 

2) Recommendation. I*have new weapons. Field M16A2‘rifles'ASAPi '

2) Recommendation.
local driving customs and continue to stress defensive 
all 4> 4 .* f

Grounding of Aircraft and Refuel/Ammo trucks.
1) Discussion. Due to the terrain, either very soft sand or rock, a good, firm location for FARPs was difficult to locate. 

. . Recommendation. Pilots need to be trained on how todetermine suitable FARP locations. This will assist all 
concerned in the battalion. Grounding rods and their use must be 
understood thoroughly by all III/V personnel and unit pilots. 

Differences in Small Arms Ammunition.

safety had no major problems during the 
The framework is in place to apply risk 

2. Issues.

1. General. r 
deployment to SWA.

Saudi drivers do not follow the same
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ANNEX I DESERT SHIELD/STORM AFTER ACTION REVIEW

PROBLEM: CTA 50-900 ISSUE
THE 2-229TH ORDERED, ISSUED, AND MAINTAINS CTA

»-•
CIF SHOULD MAINTAIN AND ISSUE ALL UNIT.OR

2. PROBLEM: INCOMPATIBILITY OF THE M-16A1
DISCUSSION:

RECOMMENDATION' FIELD THE 2-229TH WITH THE M-16A2 RIFLE.
3. PROBLEM: MTOE VEHICLE AUTHORIZATIONS

4. PROBLEM: LACK OF INTERNAL MOVEMENT ASSETS.

recommendation: <DEPLOYMENT RELATED CTA 50-900 REQUIRED ITEMS.

1.
DISCUSSION: '   50-900 ITEMS REQUIRED FOR THE DESERt’ SHIELD/STORM DEPLOYMENtT 

CTA 50-900 ITEMS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CENTRAL ISSUE' FACILITY (CIF) AND ARE NEITHER FUNDED AT THE UNIT.LEVEL NOR AUTHORIZED.

RECOMMENDATION: CHANGE THE MTOE TO REFLECT THE RETENTION OFTHE EIGHT M-977 HEMTT CARGO TRUCKS AS ORIGINALLY DESIGNED.

ALMOST ALL UNITS WITHIN THE XVIII AIRBORNECORPS, EXCEPT THE 2-229TH ARE FIELDED WITH THE M-16A2 RIFLE. THIS CREATED A SIGNIFICANT PROBLEM IN THE ACQUISITION AND RESUPPLY OF SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION.

DISCUSSION: THE AH-64 ATTACK HELICOPTER BATTALION, AS CURRENTLY FIELDED, IS AT BEST ONLY 35% MOBILE. THE 2-229TH MOVED ALL ITS INTERNAL ASSETS NO LESS THAN THREE TIMES AND TRANSPORTATION ASSETS NOT WITHSTANDING, SHOULD HAVE RELOCATED AT LEAST TWICE MORE. DURING ALL THREE MOVEMENTS EXTERNAL TRANSPORTATION ASSETS WERE NECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH THE MOVE. EACH TIME APPROXIMATELY FIVE FLAT BED AND TWO LOWBOY TRUCKS WERE REQUIRED TO SUCCESSFULLY MOVE ONLY THOSE MISSION ESSENTIAL ITEMS. THE BATTALION RELIED ^LMOST COMPLETELY ON SUPCOM AND COSCOM TO MOVE INTERNAL CLASS V'ASSETS BEYOND WHAT WAS REQUIRED FOR TWO BATTALION TURNS. IN ADDITION, THE BATTALION STORED ANOTHER THREE TO FOUR TRUCK LOADS OF MTOE PROPERTY AT A SITE INCOUNTRY UNTIL IT COULD BE RETRIEVED.

DISCUSSION: THE LATEST MTOE DELETES THE AUTHORIZATION FORTHE MAJORITY OF M-977 HEMTT CARGO TRUCKS IN FAVOR OF THE M-924 5 TON TRUCK. THE 5 TON DOES NOT HAVE THE SAME CARGO CARRYING CAPABILITY NOR DOES IT HAVE A HOISTING DEVICE AS A INTEGRAL PART.

RECOMMENDATION: MODIFY THE AH-64 MTOE TO SUPPORT THE MOVEMENT OF AT LEAST COMBAT ESSENTIAL PORTIONS OF THE BATTALION. AT A MINIMUM THIS WOULD REQUIRE THREE ADDITIONAL 5 TON TRUCKS AND THE FIELDING OF THE SEVEN REMAINING 11 TON HEMTT TRAILERS.
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I 5 PROBLEM; INABILITY TO PREPARE RATIONS AT MULTIPLE SITES.
DURING MUCH OF THE DEPLOYMENT ELEMENTS_OF THE

6. PROBLEM: LACK OF ADEQUATE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.
IN ORDER TO MEET THE COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS

THE ALOC.

TAC AND SERVES AS THE ALOC FORWARD.

•-

V.

2

•'' •

RECOMMENDATION: 46 RADIOS. FILED THE ALOC WITH A MINIMUM OF THREE VRC- TWO IN THE MAIN ALOC, ONE FOR BRIGADE AND ONE FOR BATTALION A&L FREQUENCIES. THE THIRD DEPLOYS FORWARD WITH THE

V

DISCUSSION: IN ORDER TO MEET THE COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTSOF THE TAC AND THE TOC IT WAS NECESSARY TO PULL ONE RADIO FROM THE ALOC. THIS LIMITED THE ALOC TO ONLY ONE RADIO AT ONE SITE. AS THERE WAS OFTEN A REQUIREMENT TO ESTABLISH ALOC OPERATIONS AT MORE THAN ONE SITE SIMULTANEOUSLY A COMMUNICATIONS SHORT FALL ALWAYS EXISTED.

' <•

DISCUSSION: DURING MUCH OF THE DEPLOYMENT ELEMENTS_OF THEBATTALION OE^EN OPERATED SEPARATE FROM THE LOGISTICS BASE. THE 
UNITS SINGLE,MOBILE FIELD KITCHEN WAS SIMPLY UNABLE TO MEET ALL THE VARIOUS DEMANDS.

RECOMMENDATION; FIELD THE AH-64 BATTALIONS WITH THE COMPANY LEVEL FIELD FEEDING SYSTEM.
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18 APR 91
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include all of the equipment assigned to the AVUM company; some equipment was left at King Fahd as it was deemed not required for

RECOMMENDATION:
AVUM company is assigned the 5 ton tactical truck, also increase the number of five ton trucks from four (4) to a minimum of eight

PROBLEM:

• / 
; T

fl'

ANNEX J (Aircraft Maintenance ) to 2-229th AHR AAR for Opeartions 
• Desert Shield and Desert Storm

Insufficient communications equipment at the company level. 

DISCUSSION: There is insufficient radios at the AVUM company level. 
The only communications equipment at the co level is one VRC 46 radio 
that is mounted in the M977 HEMIT. This vehicle is on the move quite 
often and needs that radio with the maintenance contact team (MCI). 
The D Co command post needs some type of FM radio. This would allow 
aircraft as well as the MCI to talk directly to the.D Co CP. This aids 
in the timeliness of maintenance activities for troubleshooting and 
recovery operations of aircraft. This would allow this type of activity 
to stay off the CMD and A&L channels..

RECOMMENDATION: Assign an additional radio to the AVUM company for use 
in the CP.

operations. Often we did not receive all the transportation 
assets requested' which slowed down our relocation and setting up 
for operations, due to the requirement to conduct back-haul 
operations.

Make changes to the current TO&E so that the

. .AFFR-BAH-D- , 
MEMORANDUM FOR S-3 ATTN:

Company - *
■' ‘ < •-•’A'li....

‘ ■ ■ ■ ■ . • ■ ■ '- r.;, .

1. '. The following items were noted during Operation-Desert” Storm  and affected operations conducted by D Co. - c. .uov
^ PROBLEM: Internal transportation assets -organic'to'the" AVUM company in an Attack Helicopter Battalion. • • < •' • ••
DISCUSSION: There is o. lack of organic transportation^^assets to . conduct operations by a AVUM company under the current TO&E. Currently the AVUM company is assigned four (4) M35 2 1/2 ton trucks to transport the non-rolling stock and personnel. It was found during movement from one location to another that we had to submit requests for external transportation assets. - This requirement was for five (5) 915 flatbed trucks and trailers and two (2) lowboy trailers. Important to note.-is that this did not

(8). Increase the number of dolly transporters so that the AVUM shop sets may be towed; thereby, decreasing the demand for linehaul transportation.

MAJ RUSHO 
SUBJECT: Operation Desert Storm AAR for Delta
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PROBLEM: fhvironmental wear and tear on the aircraft.

Aircraft maintenance facilities.•PROBLEM: * r •

K- V
' ■Battle Damage Assessment and Repair (BDAR)PROBLEM:

.f •• •.. .•

trash bags life time.

RECOMMENDATION: Incorporate a portable maintenance tent into theTO&E ofthe AVUM company similar to that found in the motor maintenance section. .

■, . . .AFFR-BAH-a SUBJECT: I

DISCUSSION:’ Currently there are no BDAR Kits available in stockage for use at the unit level. These kits are issued and maintained at the AVIM level organizations. Our unit sustained battle damage to main rotor blades and airframe damage that could have better been repaired through the use of BDAR kits.. Through innovative repair methods these repairs were accomplished. The only BDAR available to the AVUM organization is manuals that

DISCUSSION: • Aircraft maintenance during Operation Desert Storm • was conducted completely out of doors in a hostile environment. There is a need for portable maintenance tents to be organic in the AVUM company. It was standard practice to remove an aircraft engine or other component from an aircraft and transport it inside a sleeping tent and do the ''build-up", and then return it to the aircraft for replacement. This added to the manhours required for the task to be completed and the possibility of damaging the component in transporting it. Additionally, Phase Maintenance Inspections or other major maintenance actions could have been performed in a more conducive environment to that they were performed in. It was not uncommon to work on a single aircraft non-stop for period in excess of 24 - 36 hours in the cold, wind and t rain to return it to a flyable condition.

/*

Operation Desert Storm AAR for -Delta Company

RECOMMENDATION: 1
. that the aircraft can be protected from environmental factors.expedient devices can be easily fabricated out of MRE boxes, plastic or space blankets. This will aid in protecting component Do not allow fly-away gear to be left behind on missions.

DISCUSSION : During operations in Iraq the unit experienced significant wear and tear on the aircraft due to severe temperatures, sand, and dust storms. Besides some of the obvious results, the aircraft APUs were affected tremendously by all the sand. This problem was exaserbated vhen fly-away gear was not installed on the aircraft. Because of the lack of this equipment, or the failure to use it constantly, aircraft components such as APUs were exposed to sand and dust more often vhich reduced their operating life time.
During all missions (tactical or administrative) ensure . Field
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Issue the appropriate BDAR kits to the AVUM unit

PROBLEM: FARP Operations

This

2. POO is the undersigned.

• • I

I

RECOMMENDATION: T ’ 'locations while conducting operations.

RECOMMENDATION: 7
where they can best be used as a temporary fix as designed.

describes jBDAR, we facilitated our repairs by piecing ..together what we anticipated to be used. There was one instance where a

KONRAD J. KONT-ER 
CRT, AV 
Commanding

DISCUSSION: During initial operations in Iraq the FARP waslocated approximately 5 km away from the unit’s location. This hampered maintenance operations for the 68JS (Aircraft Armament Repairman) in that they were located in the FARP were they would rearm the unit ■ aircraft. It is important to note that most .faults and repairs on the armament systems are not performed in the FARP, but back in the assembly areas at the completion of the mission. Aircrews would continue to fly with degradated systems and not bring it to the attention of the armament repairmen while in the FARP.
Locate aircraft armament repairmen in both• - • - * I

AFFR-BAH-n '
SUBJECT: Operation Desert Storm AAR for Delta Company

describes jBDAR, we facilitated our repairs by piecing ..together 
rotor blade sustained AAA fire and the repair,;was made using cardboard from a MRE box and five minute epoxy cement, this aircraft continued to fly additional missions until a replacement rotor blade was available. The school-house thought on use of these kits is that' the units will use tliese kits in lieu of making the correct repair, this is a mind set that must be put to the side, as these kits are to be used only in a time of war - not in a peace time scenario. ,*
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2. Issues.
Vehicle Deployment to Theater.a.

FL.

b.

Overall, battalion motor maintenance and motor . . Throughout Operations

ANNEX K (Vehicle Maintenance) to 2“229th AAR for Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm

2) Recommendation. Add the following to the section's MTOE: 5-ton "expando" van or shop van on a M925 chassis; a maintenance contact truck on a HMMWV chassis; provide a tent for the section large enough to perform maintenance on a HEMTT; authorize a 5KW

1. Generau c___11, ____ :______vehicle operations were very successful. Throughout Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, the battalion maintained an overall mission capable rate of 93% and the 73 wheeled vehicles logged over 700,000 total miles. This was in large measure due to the outstanding effort and hard work of the automotive maintenance section, the assignment of a motor maintenance technician (not authorized by MTOE), a relatively good operator maintenance program, and the low average age/mileage of the wheeled vehicle fleet prior to deployment. This was accomplished with/one major and two minor vehicle accidents. The Issues addressed in this annex are a result of battalion operations while attached to the lOlst Airborne Division (AASLT) during Operations Desert Shield and Desert storm.

2) Recommendation. Standardize company task force and battalion task force airlift packages. This will facilitate appropriate planning for movement and contingency planning in case aircraft and loads are bumped.
Automotive Section MTOE Shortages.
1) Discussion. The current MTOE does not authorize sufficient nor appropriate equipment to operate in desert or severe weather environment. The motorpool needs a maintenance tent, maintenance shop van, radios, and organic firepower to conduct maintenance recovery and continuous support in combat.

1) Discussion. Information concerning the distribution of vehicles and equipment to be moved by sea vs. military airlift created turmoil for vehicle deployment preparations. Strategic airlift occurred after our vehicles were moved to the port at Jacksonville, FL. Any changes in the type and quantity of MAC aircraft caused turbulence and forced some vehicles and equipment to be sent via sealift late rather than air. Planning could not keep up with the constant changes in the air flow. Availability of c-5 aircraft affected the type of equipment we could send by air (i.e. oversize cargo). FORSCOM must understand this unit's deployment plan to preclude loss of critical equipment due to aircraft type or quantity changes.
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Availability of Parts/Parts Issue Control.c.

damage to delicate parts.
2) Recommendation.

d.

e. Avallabi 1 ity of Replacement Tools for Vehicular Maintenance.

1

1) Discussion, impossible, to obtain. steam cleaners were difficult, and at times This battalion deployed with a commercial water truck that had a burner unit and washer unit. This equipment was very helpful but was not part of our MTOB.

Avallability/Use of Steam Cleaners to Clean Vehicles for Inspections and Redeployment to CONUS.

Develop immediate "push packages" to support the battalion as it is deployed to a contingency area. Improve the issue.procedures by placing parts in restricted or controlled areas.

1) Discussion. Due to the rapid pace of the deployment, the limited space on organic vehicles, and lack of adequate shipping contain0.rs, some of the tools and tool boxes normally utilized for wheeled vehicle maintenance were not shipped to Saudi Arabia. This created problems and resulted in some tool shortages. Replacement . tools were unavailable due to the developing nature of the theater and our forward location limited our ability to locally purchase tools.
2) Recommendation. Improve the unit's organic capability to move tools and associated equipment by providing adequate vehicles or shipping containers appropriate for world-wide

2) Recommendation. Issue at least two steam cleaners with an associated prime mover and add parts to maintain it to unit PLL/ASL.

generator P/U diesel power set to allow power for day/nlght -.maintenance; • add an erectable light set for night maintenance ^..operations; authorize 2 x VRC-46 with secures for 1 M998, 1 M984 Wrecker; move a .50 cal MG from the mess section to the motor . maintenance .section provide security during recovery operations; and provide .;a GPS system to the maintenance section to • support recovery operations.

1) Discussion. Parts were extremely difficult to obtain throughout Desert Shield/Desert Storm. The 801st Maintenance Battalion was the 101st's. parts requisitioner/dlstributor. In particular, the following parts were hard to get your hands on: HMMWV tires; HMMWV rims; 5KW generator starters; HEMTT start/stop solenoids; HMMWV starter relays; CUCV starter relays; HMMWV injector pumps; and CUCV injector parts. 801st distributed parts through the use of large parts bins (cardboard boxes). These were in a relatively unsupervised area that was common to all supported units. Storage of parts this way resulted in parts swapping from bins and ultimately some loss of parts, parts accountability, and



Need for a Battalion Motor Maintenance Technician.£.

POC for these issues is CPT Porter, HHC CDR, 2-229th AHR.3.

V.

ROBERT A. PORTER CPT, AV Commanding

1) Discussion. r requires the professional maintenance technician.

2) Recommendation. Adda CW2/CW3 Motor Maintenance Technician to the ATKHB MTOE (divisional and corps).

Proper motor maintenance and planning I management provided by a motor This is especially true in a combat situation where high utilization rates and combat damage demand intensive hands-on management and technical expertise.

deployment. Improve tool availability in the developing theater -7’by pushing complete replacement sets and tool boxes forward to -divisional support units to facilitate DX/RX or complete replacement of lost, missing, or stolen tools.
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PROBLEMS

re-

courses.

Package POL Products- '
Due to limited strategic air space, a minimal amount of 

packaged POL products where deployed with the combat elements. This could have developed into a chow stopper, had not package 
products been supplied by the host nation during the aircraft assembly phase.

i ANNEX L (FARP Operations) to 2-229th AHR AAR for Operations Desert 
• Shield and Desert Storm

■■ ».

was 
V.

HEMTT/Blivets-
Because of the limited strategic assets, several HEMTTs & blivets were 

shipped via sea. This limited the battalion'fe ability to exercise 
jump farp operations and move class III/V by air/ground immediately 
upon arrival in country.

Ammunition-
Due to limited strategic assets, again, only half of the 

battalion's basic load of Hell fire missiles (144) and a minute 
amount of additional basic load were moved by air. The remaining 
ammuniton forthe entire battalion basic load (minus), was chipped by commercial line haul. Our particular lot of'ammo did not meet.Up with 
us in country (and never did). As a result of this loss, the battalion experience^ excessive delays in attempting to replenish its basic 
load levels.

In particular, the loss of the battalion's M16A1 ammunition 
caused a unique problem. Under the 101st ABN DIV TO&E, the M16A2 
is the standard individual weapon, firing the M16A2 round. Due 
to this fact, M16A1 ammunition was unavailable throughout the 
division. Conflicting reports stated that A2 ammunition could be 
substituted for Al. Based on several messages, re-zeroing of the 
weapon was the only required adjustment. Later messages stated 
impending bolt assembly failure would succeed extended usage. The A2 ammunition was procured and held in stock for combat 
contingency use only until another Al source could be found.
RECOMMENDATION: Load planning must be designed to facilitate
movement of the battalion's entire III/V assets. Based on the 
premise of "shoot, move and communicate" priority must by given 
to these assets in order to facilitate extended operations beyond two hours.

Configuration and loading of ammunition initially presented 
a problem. None of the ammo section personnel or Pathfinders 
were trained in the loading requirements, configurations or 
procedures for Air Force MAC aircraft. As a result undue effort exercised in the configuring, loading and movement of class 

Recommend that personnel be sent to the Airmovements

. PROBLEM: Inability to move all the battalion's Class III/V equipment-by strategic air, 
DISCUSSION:
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Reorder the system and install ASAP.

VEHICLES:
• PROBLEM/DISCUSSION/RECOMMENDATION

V. V

« »

*

i

PROBLEM: Lack of HTARS spare component parte.

All the HEMTT s were plumbed for the NBC
This system was ordered, but neverarrived in theater.*.

RECOMMENDATION:

PROBLEM: Avallibllity of HEMTT NBC overpressurization kif. 
• DISCUSSION:* f " " 
oyerpressurization kit.

DISCUSSION: Replacement parts for HTARSwere difficult to get in cpuntry. 
We were told by the 101st that if a part is lost or damaged it ■cannot be replaced individually. The manufacturer only will 

replace by complete sets .(or so we were told) •

2 1/2 TON TRUCK-(M35 A2)- 
Severely under powered, this truck was often the limiting factor 
in maintaining convoy speeds and intervals. When executing cross 
country travel the vehicle would bog down and become stuck and 
require recovery. The majority of the 2-229th fleet didn't have 
six wheel drive which compounded movement in sand or mud.

RECOMMENDATION: The supply system needs to make individualcomponents available for replacement.

TRAILERS-
Every primary vehicle in the battalion should have a trailer. If 
the HMMWVs had trailers this would have lessened the burden on the aging 2 1/2 Ton fleet.

HMMWV (M99B).
Although advertised as multi-fuel, its performance suffered when 
operated on Jet-A. All of the platoon's HM4WVs required fuel 
injector replacement or rebuilding due to Jet-A Ingestion. 
Additionally, a QDR was submitted for the starter alignment and locking bolts which where prone to breakage.
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Inability of the HEMTT-(M977) CARGO, crane boom to

DISCUSSION: Use of the truck's external crane boom wae limited.

were
required to move blivets and ammunition exceeded

the battalion's TOfiE ten fold.

Field AH-64 Battalions with a minimum of five lOK nets

PROBLEM: Navigation.

RECOMMENDATION: Portable and vehicle compatible 6PS.-
»

PROBLEM/DISCUSSION: i  
required to move the battalions

PROBLEM: 7
retrieve ammunition.

n.
w

RECOMMENDATION:and ten 25K nets.

A multitude of sling sets and nets
i assets by air. The number of

12 accurate navigation was without doubt themost difficult obstacle to overcome. In the initial stages of 
theater operations the Loran provided adequate nav support. As 
the operation shifted north the Loran became 
unreliable. (--
often the compass and 
navigation.

RECOMMENDATION: ,
up in order to handle the increased weights of aviation 
ammunition. The use. of a AK fork lift to move ammo, required 
truck bed space that could have been used for ammunition.

•

overcome.
.) provided adequate nav support. I-- . .---- ( erratic and

GPS wae available only in limited cases. Quite 
J an outdated maps were the only means of

The boom was unable to lift most of our loads when configured 
into sets. The loads ranged in weight from 2K to A.5K and required the use of a 4K fork to provide the means of movement. 
The boom would not perform as advertised at different length extensions.

. PROBLEM/DISCUSSION: FARE (Forward Area Refuel Equlpment)-
• ^2^2% 2 battalion TOfiE the III/V Platoon maintains 3

FARE Systems. The mission of the FARE is to provide a air transportable, ground refuel capability to the battalion. The major comppnents of the FARE are: 1-100 gpm pump and assorted 
noses. Based on the fuel consumption rates of the AH-64 and UH- €0 this system does not provide the needed gpm flow ratlo'l:o 
refuel these type of aircraft with in a reasonable time frame. 
Thus, the system was restricted to limited use for OH-58 aircraft 
or pumping fuel at the GRP (ground refuel point). 
RECOMMENDATION: The new.250 gpm pumping system with HTARSadapters would rectify the problem.

The boom's hydraulic pump heeds to be "beefed"
The use. of a 4K fork lift to
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Lack of continuity between Pathfinder ground elements

FLYING TIGERS

«

MICHAEL R. PANDOL 
CPT, AV 
Ill/V PLATOON LEADER

PROBLEM: I
and Army Aviation. 

’7' ■ DISCUSSION:

•<-
«

pathfinders need to be incorporated into the Army 
Aviation TO&E structure. An obvious lack of communication 
between the aviation community and the men on the ground during 
combat ,anajpeacetime training scenarios was readily apparent. 
These soldier's are well trained,,high motivated experts in the 
field of PZ/LZ operations and farp positioning. Often, their 
expertise and advice was ignored or disregarded. - 
RECOMMENDATION: The US Army Pathfinder School should be
relocated to Ft. Rucker Al. where concurrent .training.with both 
parties can be accomplish. As a minimum, a pit. of Pathfinders 
should be Intergrated into each tactical aviation ‘brigade 
structure.
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2. Issues During Deployment.
101st Aviation Brigade Dictated Load Planning to 2-229th AHRa.during the Initial Planning.

b. Vehicle Preparation by the Battalion.

c.

General. r ■ • - ■
the dedication of the BN Movement personnel and those soldiers whoThe issues addressed in- this annex are a result of battalion operations while attached to the 101st Airborne Division (AASLT) during Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm.

ANNEX M (Movement) to 2-229th AAR for Operations Desert Shield and■ Desert Storm •r

1) Discussion. Load plans were slow in getting to this headquarters and failed to keep up with the continually changing situation of aircraft availability. Aircraft type was continually changing also and made it even more difficult to plan internal loads. When the .airflow came to a complete stop, it took the actions of the post commander to get it restarted. This battlion does not have the TCACCIS computer to do loadplanning- it's done by hand. The 101st was using this system and it complicated things because the software answers did not always match up with what we derived manually.

Receiving Team at Port in Dhahran Could not Secure AllBattalion Vehicles.

Loadplanning should stay under the
 _  

Additionally, any needed changes can be made on the 
, -------  Informationupdating was handled by post transportation and could have been sped up if this unit had the TCACCIS software and modem to immediately access data and coordinate changes. computer load planning system used by the USAF could be procured for use by the BN UMO.

1) Discussion. Because of, the shortage of vehicles in an ATKHB, several problems became apparent right away. Loose cargo and overweight vehicles were common. This forced the load teams to go through and make all corrections when time was scarcely available to do so.
2) Recommendation. The battalion needs to retrain the companies on load procedures and standards. When movement time comes around, leaders need to enforce the appropriate standards and guidance to prevent unnecessary delay and effort at the last moment.

Battalion movement operations were successful due to
• were detailed to provide support.

2) Recommendation. r ‘ 1  control of the battalion UMO- this is what came to pass with the101st anyway. 7’  
spot with approval being made on the spot by the DACG.
sped up if this unit had the TCACCIS software 
immediately access data and coordinate changes. Also, the CALM
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It took a CID

2) Recommendation.

Issues During Redeployment.3. ♦

a.

2) Recommendation.

Use of Sea-Land Vans.b.

2) Recommendation.

POC for these issues is CW2 Ellis, BN UMO.4.
K

*

1) Discussion, 
unknown arrival times in CONUS.

If time allows, deploy all movement
assets to theater and utilze to their maximum extent, internal shipping requirements and acquire assets.

1) Discussion....the supercargo team consisted of one soldier.

Use of Sea-Land vans meant accepting 
If we had used all of our conexes 

and SPAMS to their utmost capacity, we could have had more 
equipment available sooner back in the States.

During the offloading of battalion vehicles, ■ * * *■ . He was unable to
"supervise the continuous operations at the port resulting in the 

" use’ of some of our vehicles by other units. It took a CID 
investigatiqn to eventually locate one of our CUCVs that had been 
"borrowed" b^y another unit.

2) Recommendation. Request a 5-man team to travel'with our 
• equipment on any sea movement into a contingency area to- ensure 
positive control of our assets.

Control of Port Operations was Dictated by 18th Avn Bde. .*
1) Discussion. When this battalion had to prepare and load 

equipment at the port, the battalion should have had control of 
its own equipment. Control of our equipment was lost at the port to the Port Support Activity. The Port Secure Area was where the PSA took charge of our vehicles and equipment; the degree to which 
it was secure from other units is questionable.

2) Recommendation. Port operations for load teams and 
ground handling teams should be generated by our battalion. This 
way, we can provide the best support to the battalion's needs and 
return our personnel to battalion control sooner. We should also 
try to place 2 or 3 personnel on the Port support Activity to 
maintain contact with our equipment until it is loaded aboard ship.

Determine 
  if needed.

Relying on an uncertain shipping schedule made it overly difficult to predict when the battalion would be fully operational again.


